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SOLID WASTE

He did come in
early and cut us
off at the pass.
Alexander Taft Jr.
page 2

99

66
Frank's a warrior. The
only thing I was worried
about was his timing.
Scott Edgar
page 8

99

HANG YOUR STOCKINGS
WITH CARE'

Weaks says public notice was misleading
By DWAIN McINTOSH
Ledger & Times Asst. Gen. Mgr.

Vowing to "do whatever it
takes to stop it" (a solid waste
transfer station in Calloway
County), Judge/Executive George
Weaks said a state agency was
misleading in a public notice
published Dec. 4.
Weaks, who has called a special meeting of the fiscal court at
1 p.m. Tuesday to address the
issue, pointed out that the notice
invited written comments "for a
period of 30 days following the
date of publication..."
He said the wording implied
that the Division of Waste Management in the Cabinet for Natur-

IN SOMALIA

4 *kopping
days to-Christmas

al Resources and Environmental
Protection is involved in a procedure that will eventually result in
either approval or disapproval of
the transfer station.
"Otherwise, it makes absolutely no difference how many people submit written comments —
or how good their arguments
arc," Weaks cOntended.
Responding in a manner it
thought was appropriate based on
the public notice in the Murray
Ledger & Times, Weaks said the
fiscal court unanimously adopted
a resolution Dec. 8 expressing
strong opposition to the proposal.
Containing a reference to
"Application No. 92-555," the
notice identified the registrant as

Purchase Container Transport of
Mayfield. It read in part:
"The registrant proposes to
utilize this transfer station to load
and unload barges. The material
would then be trucked in or out.
The registrant proposes to handle
industrial, special and municipal
solid waste from the following
sources: New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Connecticut."
However, Phillip Shepherd,
secretary of the Cabinet for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, said Friday
that the process of being permitted by the state involves "only
notification, not application."
Under permit-by-rule in state
regulations, he said an operator

cern raised by .an editorial in the
newspaper Dee. 14. But he specifically cited Senate Bill 2 enacted
in 1990 as granting the power to
local communities "to adopt solid
waste management plans which
regulate the flow of garbage" in
their areas.
"Thus...the fiscal court can
impose restrictions on the siting
of transfer stations," he wrote."A
fiscal court could also pass an
ordinance requiring the local permitting of any such facility."
Shepherd agreed that a transfer
station "must be in compliance
with local zoning laws."
Weaks said when he first saw

of a transfer station is deemed to
be registered and can begin operation as soon as notice is
received by the proper agency in
Frankfort. A review is conducted,
he added, to ensure "that a transfer station complies with environmental performance standards" as
outlined in state regulations.
Shepherd made his comments
in response to questions after
Gov. Brereton Jones indicated in
a letter to the Murray Ledger &
Times dated Dec. 16 that "there
are several steps which can be
taken at the local level to protect
against the imposition of
unwanted waste disposal
problems."
Jones said he shares the con-
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REINDEER CROSSING

Shooting
reported
in cities

BIG TIPPER
CHAGRIN FALIS, Ohio —
A regular restaurant customer
left most of his $500,000
estate to a 17-year-old waitress, hut the man's sister is
challenging the will. Page 15

FORECAST
Partly cloudy. Low 30 to 35.
West wind 5 to 10 mph. Tuesday, partly sunny. High again
near 50. Chnstmas outlook:
Dry and cold. Low 15 to 20.
High 30 to 35.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.1, -0.2; below 309.6, +1.4
BARKLEY LAKE
3537, -0.2; below 316.9, +2.5
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
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various wood and light displays.

Officials investigate local gambling
Louisville.
It could take several months
for federal investigators to complete their case, Wisehart said.
Although no one has yet been
charged, Elkins said he expects
that arrests will be made in the
future.

Israeli militia fires warning shots at deportees
few belongings — blankets,
water bottles and food supplied
by the Red Cross — and within
minutes formed a column. With a
Lebanese army officer at the head
of the line, they moved slowly
toward the Israch-held strip.
As the Palestinians came within 1,500 feet of the zone on their
way back to the territories, about
25 militiamen of the South Lebanon Army, stationed on hilltops
overlooking the pfrtission, fired
• TURN TO PAGE 2

•

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.
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KISMAYU, Somalia (AP) —
In what has become a familiar
pattern, troops of Operation
Restore Hope seized another city
without opposition but came
under fire in two cities they had
taken earlier.
U.S. Marines and Belgian paratroopers on Sunday took control
of the port and airport in the
southern city of Kismayu,
reopening an important gateway
for food shipments to this
ravaged East African nation.
"Not a shot was fired," said
Col. Fred Peck, a Marine
spokesman.
Clan fighting and looting had
kept Kismayu's port closed for
County Park is decorated for the holidays. Besides the family of deer, there are
months, reducing the aid flow to The Murray-Calloway
a trickle delivered by planes from
neighboring Kenya.
Meanwhile, U.S. and French
troops in Mogadishu and Baidoa
came under fire.
French soldiers wounded three
have been made, Murray Police Bureau of Investigation, the U.S.
Somalis in a clash northwest of By STACEY CROOK
Larry Elkins said Monday Treasury Department and the
Chief
Murray Ledger & Times Stott WrIlto
Baidoa, according to the French
Internal Revenue Service today.
morning.
military command for Somalia.
MPD Detective Ronald Wisehas
Elkins
department
the
said
are
officials
federal
Local and
One of the men suffered a serious
said the case will probably
hart
to
information
continue
enough
continuing an investigation into
belly wound and was taken to
a federal matter and that
become
matter.
the
an
into
investigation
an alleged illegal gambling operBaidoa hospital.
filed will probably
charges
any
personnel
law
Local
enforcement
Calloway
and
ation in Murray
According to the account, 10
federal court in
in
handled
be
with
meet
Federal
to
the
are
County, but no charges or arrests
men in a pickup truck attacked a
French observation team two
miles northwest of Baidoa. Ten
minutes later, Foreign Legion
reinforcements were ambushed a
half-mile to the south. There
Israel had deported the Palesti- Washington suspended their
MARI AL-ZOHOUR (AP) —
were no French casualties.
nians on Thursday for allegedly peace talks with Israel in protest.
Israeli-backed militiamen fired
Other French soldiers found a
inciting Muslim fundamentalist And the Israeli Supreme Court
mortars and warning shots today
mine planted near their vehicle, to stop more than 400 expelled
violence in the West Bank and was to decide later today on an
searched the area and found
Gaz.a. But Lebanon refused to appeal by civil rights lawyers
Palestinians from trying to return
others in a warehouse in Baidoa. to the occupied West Bank and
take them and they were stuck in demanding the return of the
deportees. Last week's deportaWhen they returned to their vehi- Gaza Strip. Two deportees were
a no-man's land.
cle, they discovered several
The expulsion, in retaliation tion bypassed the normally
wounded by shrapnel.
mines had been planted around it,
for the slayings of six Israeli lengthy Appeals process.
Lebanon's government had
At 10 a.m. today, the PalestiMark Thomas, a spokesman for announced earlier in the day that
troopers by the Muslim extremist
were ordered out of the
nians
was
the United Nations Children's
Hamas group in eight days,
its army was "ordering" the
camp in Lebanon that
makeshift
internathe
by
denounced
Fund in Mogadishu.
widely
would
Palestinians back, which
Peck, in Mogadishu, said a
tional community, including the they've dubbed the "Jerusalem
mean passing through Israel's
Camp for a Rapid Return."
United States.
self-proclaimed security zone in
They quickly gathered their
in
negotiators
Palestinian
southern Lebanon.
IM TURN TO PAGE 2

To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

Couple finds Christmas spirit through giving
By CATHY D. CAVANAH
Kentucky Mew Ere

HOPKINSV1LLE, Ky.(AP) — By giving up their own
presents so they can give to others, Bill and Brenda Jones
say they've made Christmas even more special for
themselves.
"This is much more meaningful to us than opening
gifts," Bill Jones said.
This is the third year the couple has "adopted" a local
family for Christmas. Rather than buy gifts for each other,
they spend the money on a needy family selected by the
Salvation Army.
They first began the practice two years ago whcn they
delivered a car full of clothes, toys and food to a single
working mother with three children.
"I think everybody had tears in their eyes," Brenda
Jones said.
The couple bought each child new clothes, a winter coat,
several toys and stocking stutters. The mother also

received gifts, as well as a complete turkey dinner.
"We really can't afford this, but what we've done is
give up our own Christmas," Bill Jones said. "I think
there's no way to go overboard if you sacrifice."
Bill and Brenda Jones used to buy each other several
presents for Christmas, often spending quite a bit of
money. But now they limit their purchases for each other
to about $30 so they can afford to give to others.
"It certainly has made our Christmas," Bill Jones said.
The couple is accustomed to giving to others.
Since moving to Hopkinsville in 1976, Brenda Jones has
worked with the Salvation Army to provide needy children
with clothes and gifts. She said her husband also has
always been generous. His parents once told her how he
gave all his own gifts to a little boy who didn't get any
presents.
"I've never felt comfortable with getting a lot," Bill
Jones said. But he enjoys going out of his way to help his
"adopted" family on Christmas.

"We kind of operate on the premise that everybody
needs one good Christmas," he said.
There are guidelines for buying the gifts. One of them is
that although the children need clothing and other practical
things, they also deserve fun things.
"Every kid needs toys," Bill Jones said. "That's rule
No. 1."
Bill and Brenda Jones personalize the gifts and put
thought into what they give.
"I don't wrap up a present just to be wrapping up a present," he said.
This year, with their 1 -year-old son, Brendan, they have
someone else to buy presents for. But they said buying
gifts for their son will not stop them from helping needy
children'. Bill Jones said he hopes to teach their son about
"the true value of Christmas and the value of giving."
"With a child of my own, it makes me think all the
more of other children, not less," he said. "I'll probably
encourage him to pick out one gift or two gifts a year that
he really wants, and give them away."
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Hoke sentenced to 10 months for tax fraud

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

.'03191111/ wi991Y

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
coal mining operator was sentenced to 10 months in jail for
tax fraud in the first criminal case
to develop from Pyramid Mining
Co.'s 1990 allegations that two of
its former execuuves took bribes
The sentence reflected a plea
agreement in which Charles M.
Hoke agreed to cooperate with a
criminal investigation into apparent racketeering within western
Kentucky's coal industry.
U.S. District Judge Charles
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UPS Pick-Up

the newspaper notice, he thought
it indicated that the people in
Frankfort (Division of Waste
Management) would listen before
taking action.
"Ohs iously. it didn't mean
that." he said. "When the proposal became a potato that was too
hot to handle, they unloaded it by
throwing it back to the county."
A major difficulty in dealing
with the issue is that no one loc.
all% has been able to obtain a
Lop y of the notification submitted
by Purchase Container Transport.
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Merry Christmas To All...
Please join us for the

Christmas Eve Candlelight
Communion Service
Dec. 24 at 8 p.m.

Murray City Planner Don Elias
requested a copy under the state
open records law in a letter mailed to the Division of Waste Management Dec. 8. As of Monday
morning, he had received no
response.
An ordinance is already in
existence in Calloway County,
according to Weaks, that outlines
procedures which must be followed by haulers involved in local garbage pickup."
He said he and the magistrates
on the fiscal court — Clyde Hale,
District 1, Steve Lax, District 2,
Bobby Stubblefield, District 3,

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

rs,1

-*k

EXAMINATION

DEPUTY SPOTS BOOTLEGGING ACTIVITY

James Ferguson of 815 S 4th Street, Murray was arrested by the Calloway
County Sheriffs Department at approximately 230 p.m Saturday afternoon
and charged with illegal sale of alcohol in a dry-option territory According to
reports, Deputy Sheriff Greg Williams was driving by the residence when he
observed a man leaving the house and carrying a fifth of whiskey After
obtaining a statement from the man and a search warrant. Williams made
the arrest. Seven fifths of whiskey, cash, and a car were confiscated during
the arrest. Assisting were Calloway County Attorney David Harrington and
the Murray Police Department.

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have ore of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

FIND OUT NOW
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Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9 Numb Hands
10 Bursitis
11 Pain Down Legs
12 Muscle Spasms
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Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet
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*nether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
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MINOR INJURIES IN BIKE ACCID
bicycle-car collision

SaturMichael Parrish, 18. suffered minor injuries in a
Parrish
day at 6:10 p.m. According to Murray Police Department reports,
approachwas riding his bicycle on Pine Street and slid on wet streets as he
Clay Perby
operated
vehicle
a
into
Slid
and
Street,
at
4th
ed the stop sign
kins of New Concord.

Dr. Dennis L. Hoskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE
It you want more care and treatment
we do all the papenvork

ITEMS STOLEN FROM AUTO REPAIR

Five Points Auto Repair reported the theft of several items to the Murray
Police Department. The thefts occurred sometime between 3 p m Sunday
Monday; the door to the business had apparently been left
nloc„d
unlocked
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SHOPLIFTER CHARGED AT WAL-MART
at Wal-Mart.

sERvic:

CALL for

$30

Melvin Henley, the county solid waste coordinator and chairman of the Natural Resources
Committee of the Purchase Area
Development District, has provided the fiscal court with a model ordinance, according to Weaks.

Shayne Franklin, 20, of Rt 1 Dexter has been
in connection with the September theft of a tailgate off a 1990 Chevrolet
Deputy
pickup truck owned by James Nance of Murray. Calloway County
t Det
Departmen
Police
Murray
from
assistance
credited
Scott
Stan
Sheriff
on
investigati
the
in
Police
Slate
Kentucky
the
and
Ronald Wisehart

FREE

1 Low Back Pain
2 Headaches
3 Shoulder
Arthritis Pair'4

"We're going to fight it, and
I'm prepared to use any resource
available to my office to prevent
the hauling of out-of-state garbage into and through Calloway
County," he said.

He said that ordinance, which
has been used in some other area
communities, "establishes a permit process for the licensing of
solid waste management
lac dines."
Weaks said an ordinance must
have two readings and becomes
effective immediately upon passage after the second reading. A
second reading cannot be sooner
than seven days after the first.
Weaks said he and all of the
magistrates have had numerous
contacts from residents expressing adamant opposition to the
transfer station proposal.

MBER THEFT
DEXTER MAN CHARGED IN SEPTE
charged with theft over $300

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

and Dan Miller, District 4 — will
explore options open to the county at the public meeting Tuesday.

by Richard W.
A Sunday night fire at a house at 1714 Main St.
to Murray Fire
according
damage
and
smoke
water
heavy
in
Jones, resulted
in an
Department Chief Pat Scott According to MFD reports, a child
fell ofsthe
upstairs room was using a lit candle to look for toys when the wick
ed the
candle. The parents told Scott the child thought he had extinguish
the
and
ignited
had
blaze
a
small
returned,
he
When
room.
left
the
wick and
department
child alerted his parents By the time the parents called the fire
of the
and got water, the blaze was out of control Fire spread up to the root
building. Neighbors helped remove furniture and belongings from the house,
under
and Scott said he thinks the house will be repairable The fire is still
Said
SOOT!
on,
investigati

753-0489

6th & Main

111 N. 5th

$30

ment was only $339,225, U.S.
Attorney Joseph Whittle said
Friday.
Prosecutors could not say how
much Hoke paid in bribes and
kickbacks to win Pyramid's business, but Pyramid has claimed in
a lawsuit that Hoke paid DeMao
and Barker at least $2 million for
three Pyramid coal contracts.
Pyramid named Hoke and his
companies as defendants in its
1990 lawsuits and has since
settled those claims.

FIRE CAUSES MAJOR DAMAGEowned

Ross Insurance
Agency

First Christian
Church
4 4-4
?
-k
4

Co., "paid bribes and/or kickbacks" to two former Pyramid
executives, Peter R. DeMao and
Gary Barker, in exchange for
Pyramid giving "favorable treatment to the Hoke Coal Co."
Hoke reported the bribes to the
Internal Revenue Service as
"commissions" and deducted
them as business expenses.
Earlier this month Hoke paid
$1.3 million in back taxes, penalties and interest to the IRS. The
back taxes portion of that pay-

assured I would have been out
here with RICO, moneylaundering and other charges."
RICO is a reference to the Racketeer Influenced. Corrupt Organizations Act.
According to the plea agreement he signed in June. Hoke
pleaded guilty to charges that he
claimed fraudulent deductions on
his company's federal tax returns
from 1986, 1987 and 1988.
The agreement said Hoke, who
was doing business as The Hoke

•Weaks says public notice...

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Ship lltn..kls

Simpson on Friday ordered Hoke,
of Murray, to serve five months
in a federal prison, five months in
a Paducah community confinement facility, then one year on
federally supervised release
Hoke also was ordered to pay
$16,372 in fines and court costs.
"He did come in early and cut
us off at the pass." assistant U.S.
Jr. told
Attorney Alexander
Simpson at one point 'during the
hearing. Had Hoke, 53, not done
so. said Taft, "you can rest

your

Charlotte A. Taylor, 48, of Mayfield was arrested Friday
According to Murray Police Department reports, she was charged with shoplifting $54 51 worth of merchandise

FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

VALUE

301 N 12th Street
(at Unfversity Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

In the
Nick
of Time

759-1116

CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU

II Shooting...
A

FROM PAGE 1
.50-caliber machine guns into the
air.
Then they fired eight howitzer
and mortar rounds near the Palestinians, who had walked about a
mile south of the tent city they
had set up on a barren, snowcovered hillside with the help of
the United Nations and the International Committee of the Red
Cross.

•Israeli...
FROM PAGE 1

20-50%
Off

One of the men suffered minor
injuries in both arms, and the
extent of the other man's injuries
to his right arm was not immediately clear. Reporters took both
to a clinic north of the security
zone.
After the firing, the Palestinians stopped and stood very
still, watching, praying, and holding up copies of the Koran, the
Muslim holy book.

Marine foot patrol was shot at
Sunday from the parliament
building in the capital. Two Marines fired single shots from their
M-16 automatic rifles and the firing from the building stopped, he
said.
Within seconds, a vehicle
armed with a 30-caliber machine
gun came around a corner, he

said.
The vehicle's driver spotted
the Mannes and turned around,
but a young Somali manning the
.50-caliber machine gun swung
the weapon around and aimed at
the Marines, who opened fire,
Peck said.
The Marines saw the gunman
fall, but had no word on his injuries, he said.

City of Murray Administrative Offices
will close at noon on December 24,
1992 and reopen for business on Monday, December 28, 1992. The City
Transfer Station will also be closed
during this period. Fire and Police
emergency personnel will be on duty
through-out the holidays.
Bill Cherry
Mayor

'a
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News of the World

Abuse charges dropped against couple

BELGRADE, Yugoslavoa - Hard-line Serbian president Slobodan
appeared to be running even today with California millionaire Milan Panic in
an election many see as a choice between peace and continued war There
were persistent reports that Milosevic's political machine was engineering
fraud during Sunday's balloting, and the incumbent's opponents said they
might not accept the results. Panic accused 1•4110SOVIC backers of trying blatantly to rig the elections An exit poll conducted for Panic indicated a dead
heat with each candidate receiving 47 percent of the vote and the rest split
among five minor candidates. That would mean a runoff election in two
weeks since a candidate would need a majority to be elected.

CLINTON MAKES CABINET CHOICES
chosen former

Cocaine, weapons seized in Paducah

South
utility
Minnesota
a
and
secretary
education
his
as
Riley
Dick
Gov.
Carolina
executive to head the Energy Department, transition sources said. He was
to announce the appointment of Riley and Hazel O'Leary at a news conference today. O'Leary, a 55-year-old black lawyer and executive of the Northern States Power Co., would be the second woman named to the Clinton
Cabinet. University of Wisconsin Chancellor Donna Shalala earlier was
named secretary of health and human services. Including energy and education, Clinton has eight Cabinet slots to fill and plans a flurry of preChristmas announcements. Asked Sunday if his search process was finished, Clinton said: No, but I'm close.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - President-elect Clinton has

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) Police seized cocaine and a cache
of weapons when they arrrested a
Paducah couple on narcotics trafficking charges.
Roger Lynn and Jan L. Lynn,
both 35, were arrested Friday and
were lodged in the McCracken
District Jail in lieu of $55,000
bond each.
Roger Lynn is charged in warrants with three counts of trafficking in cocaine two counts of
complicity to traffic in cocaine.
Mrs. Lynn is charged in war-

TIME-WARNER CHAIRMAN DIES OF CANCER
kingpin who

NEW YORK - Steven J. Ross, the media and entertainment
blended a facility for handling Hollywood egos with a talent for corporate
dealmaking, is dead at 65. Ross, who was chairman and co-chief executive
of Time Warner Inc., the world's biggest media and entertainment company,
died Sunday in Los Angeles. He had been undergoing treatment for prostate
cancer for more than a year. Ross had a reputation as a charmer who
forged long-lasting friendships with key Hollywood figures like Clint Eastwood, Steven Spielberg and Barbra Streisand. "He was like a father to me,"
said Streisand. "Steve was one of a kind - brilliant, generous, warm and
loving."
FARO, Portugal - A chartered Dutch jet
travelers broke apart and burst into flames today while landing in a storm in
this beach resort. At least 52 people were killed and 23 were missing, an
airport official said. Smoke poured from the wreckage of the Martinair DC-10
and hampered efforts to remove bodies from the blackened fuselage, TSF
radio reported. The bulk of the wreckage was strewn across 400 yards of
the airport. There were reports of survivors struggling out of the burning
wreckage as much as an hour after the accident, Portugal's LUSA news
agency said

Wedding dress was Wedding's dress
mystenous wedding dress found
on Kentucky 54 turned out to be
Wedding's dress.
A May bride, 18-year-old Marilee Wedding was moving from
Fordsvillc to Johnson City, Ill., a
few weeks ago with her wedding
dress, among other items, in the
back of a pickup. When she
reached Johnson City, she noticed
the dress was gone, she said
Friday.
She called a friend who she'd
stayed with in Fordsville, to ask
if she'd left the dress there. She
described it as a white, strapless
dress with a hat that had a veil on
the back.

rants with five counts of trafficking in cocaine.
Detective Capt. J.D. Green of
the McCracken County Sherifrs
Department said authorities have
been conducting an investigation
into alleged drug sales at the
years.
home for about
During a search of the home,
county and state officers seized
18 long guns and five handguns,
including a .357-caliber handgun
with a laser sight.
The detective estimated the
value of the 23 guns at between
$4,000 and $5,000.

Murray Ledger & Times

L RESORT TOWN
JET CRASHES IN PORTUGA
carrying more than 300 holiday

The description fits that of the
dress that Kenneth Ray ran over
near Fordsvillc on his way home
from work a few weeks ago. Ray
has held onto the dress in hopes
of finding the rightful owner, but
had not had any luck.
Wedding said her possessions
were stacked high on the truck
and not held down that well, so
the dress could have fallen out
without her noticing, she said.
Ray, who couldn't stop in time
to avoid the bag in the road at
night, said he believed the hat
was damaged beyond repair. He
said he thought the dress could be
mended and cleaned. Wedding
said she planned to contact the
Ray about getting the dress back.
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was given copies of her statement

13-year-old girl, who is related to
the couple, for the past seven
years. His wife, Gladys Wilson,
was charged with complicity to
inumidating a witness, a felony,
and harassing a witness, a
misdemeanor.
"1 was told on multiple occasions that the victim had retracted
and recanted her testimony and 1

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - At
the request of prosecutors, a
McCracken Circuit judge dismissed a 41-count indictment
against a couple in a sexual abuse
case involving a teen-age girl
who retracted her testimony.
Kenneth Eugene Wilson, 45,
was accused by a grand jury in
August of sexually abusing the

A CHOICE BETWEEN PEACE AND WAR MliOSOM

OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)- A

Continuous
Aluminum Gutters

where she retracted" charges,
Commonwealth's Attorney Tom
Osborne said following the court
action Friday by Judge Bill
Graves.
Osborne held a lengthy meeting with the girl and reviewed all
of her previous statements and a
videotape of her statements.
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Check These Super Bargains For Last Minute Shopping!
Dresses
Take An Additional

30% Off
Our Reg. Low Prices:
49.99 To 75.99

SALE: 34.99 To 53.19
Junior, Misses, Halfsizes
& Petites.

1000/• Silk Shirts &
Pants in a great
assortment of colors.

Take An Additional

30% To
50% Off

Our Low Selling Price:
15.99 To 39.99

Ski Jackets
& Denim
Jackets

Here Is His Schedulea

Our Reg. Low Prices:
39.99 To 75.99
Casual, career & dressy
styles.

Our Reg. Low Prices:
29.99 To 49.99

SALE: 20.99 To 34.99

39.00

Reg. To 69.99
Plaids, solids & patterns
in wool, silk & rayon.

All-Weather
Coats

49.00

Reg. To 89.99
Outerwear jackets In
stadium & Jacket lengths.

Assorted colors with
zip-out lining.

EVERY

Designer

Come visit our Holiday Room,enjoy free refreshments and receive
a free Polaroid picture of your child with Santa.

Troll Doll

Fragrances

Reg. 99.99

Take An Additional

25% Off

riBank ofMun

Our Low Selling Price:
3.99 to 15.99

SALE: 2.99 to 11.99
Santa trolls & light
up eyes.

Peoples First Corporation Bank

•

Take An Additional

ASSORTED STYLES. ONE
YEAR GUARANTEE

Famous Name

Lingerie
Take An Additional

Take An Additional

Our Reg. Low Price:
10.99 To 39.99
Gowns, Robes, Teddies,
Tap Sets & More.

Aviator Style
Leather
Bomber
Jackets

89.00
Reg. 149.99
Authentic leathers from
G-III & Izzi In brown.

Luxury

Bath Gift
Sets
Take An Additional

30% Off 40% Off
"You'll recognize the
fragrance", for men
& women.

Reg. 6.99 To 10.00
Soaps & toiletries
In gift baskets.

Central Shopping Center - Murray
753-7991
Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

-71115

Fashion
Watches

ws4'

753-1893 • Member FDIC • Equal Housing Lender CI
Main Office - 101 S. Fourth St. • University Branch - 515 !sl 12th St • S. Manor Branch - 611 12th St.

, -

30% To
Off
50%
Our Low Price

29.00 & 30% Off
39.00

Monday, Dec. 21, 1- 4 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 22, 1-4 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 23, 1-4 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 24, 1-3 p.m.
•

Take An Additional

Off
30% Off 30%
SALE -17.50
Fashion
Blazers

2-Piece
Dressing

Santa is coming to our Main office lobby to see all the
good boys and girls.

25% To
50% Off

Alfred Dunner
& Cricket Lane
Coordinates

Our Reg. Low Price: 25.00

Reg.

Hey Kids...

Take An Additional

Take An Additional

19.99
44.99
;4
4*

Dresses

Holiday &
Novelty
Sweaters

Silk Shirts
& Pants

!•••••••••••'„
.
..'"11.7
.
55 "
'
•

5 30

502-527-3372

Nobody Boots Out PnCell

(C.annwcial & Residential)

FREE ESTIMATES

"I talked to her privately for a
good deal of time and it was her
overwhelming desire to see these
charges dismissed," he said.
"And, secondly, in light of the
number of statements and recantations that had been given, it
would not have been possible for
a jury to find the defendants guilty beyond a reasonable doubt."
This custom-built in 1991
brick home boasts a formal
living area, large family
room, beautiful deck w/nice
view, large workshop area &
central gas heat. Only mi
nutes from town. Priced in
the mid $80's.

Party & Holiday
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Letters to the Editor
Groupjoinsfight against trash
Dear Editor:
The Murray-Calloway County chapter of "United We Stand Amen:a." a citizens' group (or. better government that monitors elected
public officials and those running for public office, and seeks to
n
inform the public of their actions is protesting the Permit Applicatio
garcoast
east
with
filled
barges
of
unloading
No. 92-555 to allow the
run
bage at the grain terminal on Kentucky Lake into trucks that will
Count).
Graves
into
over
through Murray-Calloway County and
conThis is a real hazard to the land, water, air quality, and traffic
trol of Calloway. Graves and adjoining countias.
PenThe supply of garbage available from New York, New Jerse),
dependent
solely
therefore
and
unlimited
is
ut
nsylvania and Connectic
upon the volume of truck traffic that the two-lane roads of Catiowas
16
and Graves counties can bear. It is consersatisel) estimated that
This
unload.
could
capacity,
ton
30)0
a
with
harges a week, each
Calloway
would require 2.181 trips from the grain terminal through
truck
each
with
trips
return
2,181
and into Graves County and then
'
trip.
per
tons
22
estimated
.:arrying an
Try to imagine the damage 4,362 truckloads and truck trips would
on the streets and roads of Murray and Calloway County. to say
nothing of the narrow two-lane character of the roads and bridges.
onsider also the likely accidental deaths and injuries, the traffic grid:ock, the increased cost of more police. and other related problems
•r.sing from high-volume trucking. Of course, one cannot underestimate the proclisity of truck owners to hire unqualified drivers -who
will not be required to operate up to interstate DOT and ICC stanlards, since local driving is exempt from many of these rules.
We urge every citizen, stadent. farmer, or club to write or phone
.~lefore Jan. 3. 1993, the following officials to stop the issuing of this

The more things change...
WASHINGTON — The trouA CONSEUVATIVE
ble with reformed sinners, as any
you,
tell
will
sawdust evangelist
is that many of the sinners don't
stay reformed for long. So it is
of
House
the
with
Representatives.
James Kilpatrick
Back in the spring, we heard
Syndicated columnist
the hallelujah cries, Behold! Our
brothers and sisters had got religIn March, Speaker Foley said,
ion. They had seen the light! No
no
days of patronage are
bank,
"The
the
at
overdrafts
more
more unpaid tabs at restaurants, gone." He really said that. You
could look it up. Five will get
no more hanky-panky at the Post
you 50 that the general winds up
Office. Glory, glory, they had
with little or no say-so over the
been born again. Praise the Lord!
a
of House jobs that the
promised
hundreds
Penitent members
privilege of patronage now
major reform. The House would
controls.
employ a non-partisan adminiOther evidence strongly sugstrator, a kind of city manager,
gests that the old order had
someone above politics, and he
yielded to — the old order.
would get things straightened out.
House Democrats met the other
True believers gazed upon the
scrubbed and shining face of day to elect committee chairmen
Speaker Foley. Ali, they said, for the incoming Congress. It will
astound you, provided you are
indeed there is joy in heaven.
That was nine months ago. It easily astounded, to learn that
wasn't until Oct. 23 that Foley every chairman except for
announced the appointment of 82-year-old Jamie Whitten was
retired Lt. Gen. Leonard P. re-elected.
The aging Jamie, bless him,
W'ashan III. His title would be
"director of non-legislative and has ruled House Appropriations
financial services." The meaning since Noah got off the ark, but ill
of that title, said Congressional health has kept him sidelined for
Quarterly, deadpan, "is far from the past year. William Natcher of
Kentucky, 83, will replace him.
As of last week, Gen. Wishart So much for new blood at the
had yet to go to work. The Capi- top.
The week's most remarkable
tol switchboard had never heard
nt had to do with new
has
developme
he
office,
no
has
He
him.
of
no telephone, he has no staff. rules by which the House is govWhat is to become of the fellow? erned. The speaker and his born-

Caroline P. Haight. Director
Division of Waste Management
14 Reilly Road
Frankfort, KY 40601
Gov. Brereton Jones
Office of the Governor
Frankton, KY 40601

By ALAN FRAM
armiosbased Press Writer

Fond memories ofDr. L.J. Hortin

State Editorial Roundup

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our"Peripective page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone nturiber included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be
typewritten aid double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
interest. Letters must not be more than 500 words. The Mumry
Times reserve; the right to condense or reject any letter ad
Ilnt frequent writers.
LAM should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times. P.O. los 1040. Murray, KY 42071.

The Democratic Caucus, looking ahead to the new session, has
moved to give the five delegates
— good Democrats, one and all
— the right to vote on the floor
when it counts, that is, when the
House sits as a Committee of the
Whole. By this parliamentary razzmatazz, the Democrats, who lost
10 seats at the polls, will have
recouped five of them on the
floor. This is a slick piece of
work.
It puzzles me to understand
how the power vested in the
House to determine the rules of
its proceedings gives the Democrats power to make members of
non-members, but in my old age I
puzzle easily.
Thomas Jefferson once recalled
the patience of an Indian chief.
At every grievance the chief put a
pebble in his pouch, and when
the pouch was full he went to
war. Under the arrogant rule of
the born-again Democrats, Republicans are piling up a heap of
pebbles in their pouch. They are
not incapable of waging parliamentary war.

Line-item veto plan risks divisive battle

WASHINGTON — Conservatives in Congress are preparing to
take President-elect Clinton up on
David Roos. chairman
his campaign embrace of the lineAmerica
United We Stand
item veto. It's a proposal he may
1312 Wells Boulesard. Murray
to regret.
Come
(also signed by 14 other l•WSA members
During his run for the White
House, Clinton said he'd fight for
the line-item veto, which would
ar Editor
allow the president to kill indiviToday as I looked closely at the bright red poinsettia on my desk. I
dual projects in spending bills.
thought again about the recent death of Dr. Li. Horun. my former
Under most proposals, the veto
,eacher and friend. Even before his death, when a sky was particularly
be overridden by a twocould
d
appreciate
hluc. or a homecoming mum especially vibrant. I always
thirds majority of Congress.
.t a little more because of Dr. Hortin's contagious spirit_ If you ever
The new power would enable
,at in his classroom, or in his living room, you surely remember that
him to "eliminate pork barrel
feeling. too.
projects and cut government
Dr Hortin was an inspiration to everyone who knew him. He loved
waste," the Democrat said in his
the pnnted word, but just as much, he loved life and celebrated it
book "Puuing People
campaign
I
around.
every day. It's hard for me' to believe that he is no longer
Constitution only
The
First."
will never walk on Murray State's campus again without "seeing" him
to veto entire
presidents
allows
making his way — at a Thoroughbred's pace — from Wilson to
bills.
his
Wrather halls with papers fluttering around him and a twinkle in
With top Senate Democrats
eyes.
to oppose the idea, few in
likely
1 will always remember how much he loved the ritual of comn expect an early ClinWashingto
.1,eacement, the fellowship of Rotary. and his wife, Mellic. There was
ton push for the plan unless he
nothing he wouldn't do to help his journalism students and forithat we
and the leaders strike some
are eternally grateful.
compromise.
I am deeply sorry Dr. Hortin will not be around anymore, but what
But he may be boxed into just
a wonderful experience it was to know such a beloved man.
such a confrontation. Sen. John
Vicki Russell Fort
McCain, R-Ariz., says he will try
FL 13418
Gardens,
Beach
Palm
East,
Lane
Lexington
14A
to force a vote on the plan within
weeks after Congress convenes in
January.
The Times Tribune, Corbin:
Only eight Kentuckians got the chance to vote for president this.
year.
With the antiquated Electoral College system still in place, we don't
really have a presidential election until ... all the electors gather in
in
their respective state Capitols to pick the president. What we did
voting.
"real"
the
do
November was to vote for electors who
Eight of the few hundred people who actually choose the president
gathered in Frankfort, casting ballots for Bill Clinton. That's despite
the fact that Clinton only won Kentucky by 3 percent. The state's
Constitution allows for a "winner-take-all" rule that gives the candidate with the highest number of popular votes all of the state's electoral votes.
On Jan. 6 those eight ballots will be counted in an open session of
and
Congress, during which all states' electoral votes will be totaled
election.
general
the
of
winner
Bill Clinton will be declared the
What's wrong with this system is that we don't get to really vote
for our president. Instead, we spend a few thousand dollars and several months letting an antique system run our country.
What we need is to dump the Electoral College as a weak, unnecessary tradition. The popular vote is what counts, and that's what should
be used to actually pick the president.

again buddies proposed to limit
what are known as "special
orders." Republicans howled in
protest.
Under a special order, any
member of the House may speak
on any subject, or on no subject
at all, after the day's business is
concluded. Except for an unlucky
presiding officer, not another soul
is in the chamber, but the CSPAN cameras remain in action.
The Democrats' rule change
would limit special orders to
three hours a day. No speaker
would be permitted to speak after
9 p.m.
Republican members of the
House, an oppressed minority,
delight in special orders. Their
forlorn hope is that someone out
there in the boondocks may be
listening. When they heard of the
proposed restrictions, they
threatened to put sour cream in
Foley's parliamentary coffee. The
speaker relented, and for the
moment the proposal has been
withdrawn.
One other exercise in Democratic fun and games is more serious. The House consists of 435

Washington Today

also write Rep Freed Curd. Murray, Ky. and State Sen Jeff Green.
Mayfield.

•

VIEW

elected members, plus a resident
commissioner from Puerto Rico
and "delegates" from the Samoa,
Guam, the Virgin Islands and the
District of Columbia. These nonmember members have House
offices and House staffs. They
introduce bills. They may vote in
the standing committees, but they
have no right to vote on the floor.

other evidence
sion of the measure in February, overstated, citing
Such a showdown could jeocould be as
savings
the
showing
Byrd cited Clinton and his Demopardize one of Clinton's goals as
a year.
million
S540
as
little
he nears inauguration: forging a cratic presidential rivals and
Even conservative Rep. Charever
them
of
one
any
"If
vowed,
cooperative relationship with the
les Stenholm, D-Texas, a leading
Democrats who run Congress to does become president and I am
of the power, says it
advocate
feet
my
still able to stand on
help ease passage of a painful
no more than S2 bilsave
would
here, I will tell them it is snake
deficit-reduction package of tax
a year. But he
billion
SIO
to
lion
oil."
increases and spending cuts.
would scare
clout
its
of
fear
says
of
defender
Byrd, an ardent
"How could anybody have the
billion a
SIO
additional
an
off
Congress' powers, maintains the
chutzpah to go to the American
from
projects
barrel
pork
in
year
line-item veto would shift too
people and ask them to make sac.
introduced
being
ever
president.
much authority to the
rifices, yet continue pork-barrel,
Congress has always had the
Still, support for the line-item
obscene spending as usual,"
power of the purse, he argues,
veto abounds.
McCain said last Tuesday.
and a president could threaten to
In a recent Wall Street Journal
Some version of the line-item
veto an individual lawmaker's
article, Reagan urged Clinton to
veto seems certain to pass the
favorite project to coerce support
push for it during his early "honHouse next year.
issues.
other
for
period with Congress,
eymoon"
Speaker
House
by
As endorsed
Byrd also notes that the meawhen his popularity will be at its
Thomas Foley, D-Wash., the
sure would produce precious little
peak.
legislation would allow the presisavings in an era of $1.5 trillion
And the conservative Cato
items
individual
eliminate
to
dent
federal budgets and annual defiInstitute released a survey of 118
in spending bills, subject to
governors and former governors
approval by simple majorities of cits of about $300 billion.
Clinton himself claimed a linein which 92 percent said linethe House and Senate.
item veto would yield $9.8 bilitem veto would help restrain fed"It's got a possibility," Clinlion in savings over four years —
eral spending. Eight-eight percent
ton has said of the bill.
big money, but hardly enough to
of the answering Democrats
But in the Senate, Democratic
put a noticeable dent in record
agreed — including Clinton, forLeader George Mitchell of Maine
shortfalls.
budget
mer governor of Arkansas.
the
idea.
has been cool toward
In a report last January, the
And Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va.,
The governors . of 43 states,
General Accounting Office —
chairman of the Senate Appropriesti—
Arkansas, have linearm
including
auditing
Congress'
been
has
ations Committee,
n= veto power. In his 10 years
mated that if Presidents Reagan
downright hostile. Byrd's comas governor there, Clinton rarely
and Bush had the power, they
mittee controls the very spending
$11
by
spending
used it, killing parts of just nine
cut
have
could
aimed
be
veto
could
the line-item
of the 2.5(X) spending bills sent
billion a year. But GAO conat.
him, Arkansas records show.
ceded that its estimates could be
When the Senate killed a yen-

Burnishing a reputation
Jones' book reflectsfrustration at media
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Coming
soon to a library near you: 'The
First Year in the Administration
of Governor Brereton Jones.
In paperback.
State presses last week rolled
out 2,500 red, white and blue
copies of a booklet gixing a
40-page self-analysis of Jones'
first year in office and his plans
for the three to come.
Jones, like virtually all his predecessors, is given to frustration
about news coverage of his administration, which he thinks is
under -appreciated
The booklet, whose distribution is to include local libraries,
is one way to go stipsight to the
people. assuming dill will read
it.
Another way is Kentucky Educational Television, where a
monthly interview program gives
Jones a chance to challenge has
coverage. Fair enough and not

unprecedented_
Wallace Wilkinson made use
of MET, delivering a "state of
the commonwealth address"
every year — even years in
which it wasn't required by the
Kentucky Constitution.
Martha Layne Collins published an "administration overview" after two years. John Y.
Brown Jr. issued his "report to
the taxpayers."
Jones' booklet begins in moral
tones, recalling the executivebranch code of ethics he signed

immediately upon taking the oath
of office.
Then come accounts of legislation, supported by Jones, that
presumably made some state contracting less political and campaigns less corrupted by money.
Jones' exercise in public relations may be ego-boosting to an
extent, but there's an element of
urgency to it, considering the
ground on which he has chosen
to stake his administrmo's
reputation.
He rode into office on a white

charger, having worked hard to
cultivate a reformer's image.
Now he is campaigning for public approval — as much for what
lies ahead, probably, than for
anything that transpired in his
inaugural year.
Jones apparently intends to
anchor his place in history on
health-care reform, including
relief for people who cannot
afford health insurance. In the
booklet, he repeats his promise to
call the General Assembly into
special session next year to deal
with health care.
It's an issue that should have
broad public appeal, but enormous inertia must be overcome.
Jones said last week he also
would call a special session in
January to act on proposed legislation to set standards of ethics
for state and 'mai governments.
A good image obviously would
come in handy
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Beware of too much holiday cheer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Holiday revelers beware: partying too
hearty can be bad for your heart.
Alcohol affects the nerves that
control the heart, and heavy
drinking can literally set the heart
aflutter in atrial fibrillation, a
rapid, arrhythmic beat that can
require a hospital visit and
medication.
Holiday Heart syndrome is one
of the alcohol-induced conditions
that keep doctors busy at this
time of year.
"People celebrate or get
depressed, or for other reasons
they drink more," said Dr.
Michael J. Bresler, speaker of the
American College of Emergency
Physicians' House of Delegates.
Victims usually arrive at the
emergency room "acutely intoxicated" and afraid they're having
a heart attack, said Bresler, chief
of emergency medicine at Mills
Hospital, San Mateo, Calif.
One or two drinks can affect
the heart rate, and the changes
are greater with more drinking,
said Dr. Milford C. Maloney, a
past president of the American
Society of Internal Medicine.
"People tend to be too social
at times. You don't realize the
volume of consumption," said
Maloney, chairman of the Department of Medicine at the State
University of New York at
Buffalo.

uncomfortable," Pohost said.
But alcohol can mask some of
the symptoms, said Bresler:
"People who are acutely drunk
sometimes don't feel pain as
much as they might otherwise."
And it may also affect the victim's perception of what's going
on.
"Drunks have the whole
panoply of behavior," Bresler
said. "Some have to be put in
restraints or they'll kill themselves or kill you. Others act normally. And others are inappropriately jolly and jovial.'
Unless there is underlying
heart disease, Holiday Heart victims can expect a recovery and
discharge fairly quickly. Calcium
channel or beta blockers are prescribed and electrical defibrillators may be used to reset the
heart to normal.
"It's not terribly debilitating,"
Bresler said.
Besides getting the heart
rhythms working right, doctors
usually want the patient to metabolize the alcohol before leaving
the hospital. Bresler said that part
of his discharge test is standard
for anything involving alcohol.

Holiday Heart can set the pulse
racing at 150-220 beats per
minute, said Dr. Gerald M. Pohost, chairman of the American
Heart Association's Council on
Clinical Cardiology.
"That's not something most of
us feel comfortable with when we
are not exercising," said Pohost,
director of cardiology at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. "It gives people this very
frightening sensation of impending doom."
Other symptoms can include a
hot sweat, dizziness and — sometimes — chest pain, doctors say.
Scary though it can be, Holiday Heart syndrome rarely spells
doom. Only I percent to 5 percent of people with atrial fibrillation die, and Holiday Heart victims would be a fraction of that,
Maloney said.
However, the patient can't be
sure that he's not really having a
heart attack, so doctors warn victims not to downplay their symptoms as merely the price they pay
for too much partying.
"'They should go to a hospital,
and they will go because it's so
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Come in to Radio Shack today—it's easy to save on factory -direct Tandy PCs'
'Plus 575 2nd day delivery shipped factory direct to you
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Low As 15 Per Month •
•Dual speakers plus mini 'phones
•Record/play Reg 59 95 Krbanery 114 759 •40 MerTiOneS Reg 299 95 ..7-1051

14995
SAVE s100
Small and light
SAVE 10 full-size
VHS
110606161110.

TANDY

1,

CUT 33%

WM.

Co cordless
•

19 95
'

S75 Per

CUT 33%

Low As $/5 Per Month •

3995

Diamonds alternate
with Rubies, Emeralds
or Sapphires

Oa
0061
000
000

Remote answerer
•Dual cassette

few As

it 1(51 1is...I

2

nuc)illT
29%

CUT
•Help for over 80,000 words
•Easy to use Reg. 27.95 #63-674

RS
CAMCORDE
YOUR CHOICE

4995

1995 -

9995

39995

9

4%

MEMOREX

Freoth.

P(

•New CD technology revolutionizes computing
•25MHz 80486SX Multimedia PC•Mouse
•107MB HD•4MB RAM •3'b" 1 44MB drive
•MS-DOS 5 O. Windows, full library of software

25MHz 1486SX Tandy PC with VGA color monitor
•85MB hard drive preloadecl with
MS-DOS and Microsoft Widows
•2M13 RAM e 512K VRAM • Mouse
•3' 2" 1 44MB floppy drive

else is i:Jst a

New Multimedia PC with
Super VGA color monitor

Reg. separate Items 1099.90
interim Markdowns taken 425-1452/4045

8200

SAVE
199/
imp

MY"—

inside

•Tandy 1000 RLX
•With color monitor
•3.5" floppy disk drive
•With 24 preinstalled home-oriented programs
Add a 40M8 hard drive to above for only

AS

TANDY

Z...
—

Vt

s2190

0
0067
8
Ls

•Powerful 12x zoom
•0.7 lux for low light
•With remote
Reg. 899.00 ••6 828

Low As $/5 Per Month •
• X, K

and ultrawide Ka

band

Reg. 199.95 s22 1639

JUST 4 SAMPLE OF OUR HUGE TOY SELECTION!

SAVE s100

SAVE'100

VHS-C with
DC light

Palm -sized 8mm
with hi-fi sound

•8x zoom with macro
•1 lux for low kght
•With remote

•16x digital zoom
•Hi-ti mono•1 lux
•With remote

Reg. 899.00 016 85e

Reg. 899.00 016-858

-0111110.

_ All at Everyday Low Price.,

•
1995

0

3995

it

,
CUT 37%

6995

61tr

Lean, sea Racer
•Radio-control Racer 27 is
engineered for sped riso 4092

•Radio-control 4-wheel drive
Bog Panther, 14" long 0e0.4095

fli,f111t

SAVE $40

AM/FM stereo
headset radio

\

Awesome Big Panther

*My Ilioder fox

Portable
CO player

•Comfortable

a Radio-control Thunder Fox
with 0-pro steering ipso 4099

Req 34 95 • ,1

Low As SIS Per Month •
•20-track memory Reg 159 95 /42-5018

These iado-control cars operate on 27MHz Batteries extra
i

1495
Musical
compaiden
•Disney' Xylotone with songbook
#80 2212

rsAiEh.noc4E

GREAT BUY!
Pocket color
LCD TV

Wrap it up for
little rappers
e Mike/amp with
sound phects

is...W.0.,

DON'T FORGET

BATTERIES!

freshest available —
millions sold
*very week'

a

Enjoy anywhere
129 95 ••6 162

LCD 18-hole course .64, 2239

•

Our Enercell •
brand is the

Low As $15 Per Month •

Pocket hoie - -one
a

NOBODY COMPARES!
With over 6600 locations
nationwide Radio Shack
is II in electronics

$.<

SAVE TO
Dual-cassette
stereo systems
Low As $15 Per Month•

•AM/FM, turntable Rog

1•29
ack
Radio/h
AMERICA'S TECIRIOLOCV STOREIix

'fade Shari

lea

KW

''‘If•

• Plod. •••.•,•.
Vlehm•PW•
Plowelr.r.41C,e11.1

,
1 11 fle.14.
your oho., Done S Purfl WON Vprnoor.no Ow.% ,

Sahtlihfces end 12/24/92
•larovies nevi acuvatar and rnmov,o' ••.(p mmTetrrient wee R40,0 Shacli cellular re1061, Came, r.cepi
(Dr,re *0100 a(tvabon S549 95/ 011,9 void a CA See Orme for delaik
xnertele,1"o
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK

'4
4V

Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray
753-2720

PreChristmas
Sale
1 Rack

20%

Off

1 Rack

will have
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons
hall on
lodge
the
at
p.m.
6
at
26,
a special meeting on Saturday, Dec.
be the
will
meeting
the
of
purpose
The
Almo.
of
east
464,
Highway
attend.
to
urged
are
election of officers for 1993. All members

Christian Singles Group/7
p.m /Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Richard, 759-9994,
or Joan, 759-1345.

MHS Class of 1973 will meet

Single Too/7 p.m./Homeplace
Family Restaurant. Info/Celia,
753-6078, Sandy. 753-0817, or
Beverly, 435-4228.

Murray High School Class of 1973 will have a special planning meeting
for the upcoming 20-year reunion in 1993. This will be Saturday, Dec. 26, at
4 p.m. at Shoney's Restaurant. All class members we urged to attend to
plan this special event. For more information call Donna Cathay, 753-1982

Ladies Barbershop Chorus/7
p m /First Christian Church.

Story Telling at Playhouse

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.

Playhouse in the Murray-Calloway County Park will have a special Christmas Story Telling in a tent set up at the Playhouse on Saturday. Sunday.
Monday and Tuesday, Dec 19, 20, 21 and 22. This will be at half-hour intervals from 5 30 to 7 30 p m on these dates. This is open free of charge to
children of all ages, according to Tim Burruss, director of the Playhouse,
who invites all children to attend

Christian

and

Missionary

Garbage pickup dates altered

Alliance Bible Study/7
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

25%
1 Rack
50%

Off

dr-

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Monday, Dec. 21
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7 10 p m /lodge
hall

First Coiled Methodist Church
events include Reach-Out Callers
111/5 p.m. and Youth Disciple
Bible Study/8 p.m.

Off

Merry Christmas
in us
Marilyn
Diana

7
( SNAP
SPECIAL NEEDS
I ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
IESOUKIS
f•-Xi COIL'FOP WUHAN

Because of the Christmas holidays, regular garbage pickup for this week
will be altered for some of the customers of Murray Sanitation Department
Those customers regularly scheduled for pickup on Tuesday. Wednesday
and Thursday are asked to set their garbage out one day in advance For
more inforamtion contact the sanitation department at 762-0330

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/X p m

First Christian Church events
include Boy Scout Troop"at
6-30 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Classi7
p.m./Murray-Callov.ay County
Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 .p.m./Ameman
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. lnfor5 3-X1 36 or
435-4314.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa Soronty/7 p.m./home of
Jean Watkins.

(COnt'd on pare 7,

Mr. and Mrs. Cannel A. Byers

Anniversary celebration
will be at Unity Church
Mr. and Mrs. Carmel A. Byers of Hardin will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 27.
A reception. hosted by their children and grandchildren, will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of Unity Cumberland Presbytenan Chitral, located off Highway 80 between Hardin and
Aurora.
All relatives and fncnds are invited to auend.
Mr. and Mrs. Byers were married Dec. 23, 1942, at Charleston,
Mo., by the Rev. Charles Kirkpatrick. Their attendants were the late
John Edd Lovett and the late Magdolcne Jackson.
late
Mrs. Byers, the former Ruby Nell Notes, is the daughter o the .f la
Curt Noles and Lab Nichols Noles. She is retired from Merit Clothing. Mayfield.
Mr. Byers is the son of the late Henry Byers and Gert,ic Cathy
Byers. He is a retired farmer and construction v.
c Judy, and two
The have one son, Dead Nichols Byers a
Byers.
Lisa
and
Byers
Gary
en.
grandchildr

Singles (SOS) plan events
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have its annual Christmas
party and potluck on Tuesday. Dec. 22, at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. All singers are encouraged to bring a
gag gift not exceed $3 in price, and a dish to share for the party. The SOS is
a support and social group for singles of all ages,. whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. The purpose of the group is to provide
positive social interaction and support. All singles are invited and encouraged to attend. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at
753-0224.

OA will not meet this week
Overeaters Anonymous will not have a meeting on Wednesday, Dec 23.
Meetings are usually held at Ellis Community Center, Ellis Drive, Murray,
and are open to all interested persons. Meetings will resume on Wednesday, Jan. 13. OA is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of life
who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics program There are no dues, no
fees, no weigh-ins and no diets.

Presbyterians plan service
First Presbyterian Church will have a Candlelight Communion, Special
Gill to Christ service on Thursday. Dec 24, at 7 p.m. at the church The
public is invited to attend this special service at the church located at Main
and 16th Streets, Murray. Interim pastors are the Rev Betty Shepperson
and Dr. David Shepperson Jr.

Episcopal Church plans service

20'c
Uniforms & Shoes

The traditional Christmas Eve Liturgy at St. -John's Episcopal Church will
begin at 10:30 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 24. Carol singing will precede the
service. Fr. Andre Trevathan, vicar of St. John's, will be the celebrant and
preacher, who invites the public to attend. The church is located at 1620
Main St., Murray.

50'
Selected Uniforms

Christian Church plans service

OFF

I

Uniforms
of murra
Dixieland Center
7594882
Mon.-Sat. II:30 a.m.400 p.m.

OFF

Holy
First Chnstian Church will have its Christmas Eve Candlelight and
sanctuchurch
the
in
p.m
8
at
24,
Dec.
Thursday,
on
Communion Service
entire
ary. 'This is one of the most extraordinary worship experiences of thelighting
church year, featuring Jesus as the light of the world with each of us
the Christ
our candles from one another that in turn has been lit from
childCandle,' said Dr. David Roos, pastor. A nursery will be available for
ren, 0 to 3 years.

& Shoes
—Sale Enda Dee. 3Is2-

MHS Class to help Richardsons
Richie Richardson, a member of the 1977 graduating class of Murray
8, and
High School, and his wile. Jodi, and two young daughters, Amber,
lust
had
they
apartment
their
in
fire
a
in
belongings
their
of
Kelli, 6, lost all
and
building
the
escaped
barely
family
The
moved into at Tacoma, Wash.
are colwere unable to save any of their things. The 1977 class members is now
lecting funds to send to Riche and his family. The Richardson family
Any one
residing at 3815 North Pearl St., Apt. C4, Tacoma, WA 98407
or
Brandon,
Susan
Wrye,
Susan
call
to
wishing to make a donation is asked
Kelly Doran at 753-5515.

Shepperson offering service
to all
The Rev David Shepperson Jr. has a special service to offer
his
and
Shepperson
Rev
season.
Christmas
the
for
parents and children
Presbyterian
wife. the Rev Betty Shepperson, are interim pastors of First
Santa
Church Rev Shepperson said he was the recipient of a specialany one
with
suit
and
body
his
share
like
would
and
gift,
a
as
costume
Claus
etc. He
who would like to have Santa visit their home, school, church, club,
call him at
said this would be free of charge. Interested persons may
753-3908 or 753-6460

GAs sponsoring card delivery

:\ At Murray's Pier 1

s

4

GREAT .1t
GIFT SELECTIONS
,1
4
1
/

STILL AVAILABLE
OPEN WEEKNIGHTS TI1.1. 8:1K) P.M.
SATURDAY £100-8:00
SUNDAY 1:00-5:00

Pieri imports*

itr
1
PRESENTATION — Friends of Oakhurst members, Rainey
Apperson, left, and Betty Lowry, right, present a water color to
Charlene Kurth, wife of Murray State University President, to be
hung in the Murray Room of Oakhurst. This presentation was
made at the November meeting ri Friends of Oakhurst held at
Vv est Kentucky Vhrather Museum. Mrs. Kurth and Sallie Guy will
serve as co-presidents for 1993, along with Amy Kassing, vice
president. Alice Koenerke, secretary, and Trudy Baker, treasurer.

MURRAY TODAY
[1992 Consumer Digest Rates
Pfaff 1475 Creative Designer
Sewing Machine #1!
Come in and see why!
• .7ffr.

The'We 7 Pomo/1telid41 /Wife

UNIVERSITY PLAZA._ON CHESTNUT *TT...MURRAY. KY.

gT
i- -- - -

Hwy. 68 • Near 1-24
Exit #16 Reidland, Ky.

SEWING MACHINE CO.

1-800-788-6106

re•

The GAs of First Baptist Church are providing boxes for Christmas cards
again this year The boxes we located in the lobby of the Educational Building Pwsons may place your addressed Christmas cards in the appropriate
amount of
alphabetized boxes, and then we asked to place the equivalent
will be
money
This
box
collection
the
in
spent
the postage you would have
taken
added to the Loth' Moon Christmas offering for Foreign Missions
each year at the hohday season.

Hazel Decorating Contest planned
of
The best decorated home and best decorated business in the city
All
prize
cash
$50
a
awarded
be
each
will
season
Hazel for the Christmas
no
homes and businesses withing the city limites of Hazel are eligible and
event
*nines are required. Judging will be done on Dec 21, 22 and 23 This
Council
will be sponsored by the Hazel Woman's Club and the Hazel City

New Boy Scout Troop meets Monday
meeting
Boy Scout Troop 641, sponsored by Murray Rotary Club, is now
Old 641
each Monday at 6:30 p.m at Murray Auto Auction, Inc., located on
scoutis
Morgan
Chuck
18.
to
11
ages
boys,
all
for
is
This
Akno
North near
call
master and Darrel Stutter is assistant scoutmaster For more information
Morgan at 753-1105

MWC Cookbooks available for gifts
The Murray Woman's Club Cookbook is mad. up of the best recipes from
previous books, plus new ones, according to Pam Shay, finance chairman
of the Murray dub. The 450-page, extra large printed book also contains
pictures of historical buildings and events of Murray and Calloway County.
The book is $15 per copy whveh includes sales tax Books are available at
the Calloway County Public Library, Owen's Food Market, LACS & Ivy, The
Treasure House, Santa's Attic. NOV 1 Imports, Bank of Murray downtown
branch, Peoples Bank downtown and North Branch, and Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce

•
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Story Hours cancelled
Sandy Linn, youth services director for Calloway County Public
Library, said there will be no Story Hours on Dec. 22, 23, 29 and 30
because of the Christmas holidays.
Also no Story Hours will be held on Jan. 5, 6, 12 and 13 because of
the library inventory. The library will be closed Jan. 1 through Jan
17
The library will reopen Monday, Jan. 18. Story Hours will resume
Jan. 19.
Story Hours are book-centered ennchment programs designed for
children between the ages of 3 to 7. A special shortened version is
Parents and Twos. Programs are held Tuesdays and Wednesdays with
Parents and Twos from 9:30 to 10 a.m. and Story Hours from 10:30 to
11:30 a.m.
Both programs are held in the Library Meeting Room. Interested
persons may call the library at 753-2288 for more information.

•

Raine
Day

TWELVE DAYS
OF CHRISTMAS

•

FOUR-H BANQUET — The annual Calloway County 4-H
Achievement Banquet was held recently in the cafeteria of Calloway County High School. Several 4-Hers received recogniton for
their accomplishments in 1992. Pictured are Ashley Lowe, left,
and Miriam Rogers, right, co-winners of the Outstanding Member
Award of the Southwest Superstars Club. In the center is Nan
Rogers, leader of the 4-H Club who presented the awards.

SALE
Tues., Dec. 22nd—,
Rugs
.
20(4
CONTINUES..

By RAincy Apperson

5

Lt

and their kind don't usually count
The question, "Why Not Our
for much? You could have at
Way?" is asked in this essay,
least left these people and their
written in 1990 by Ernie Bailey.
problems to your aides and spent
Ernie is an assistant professor at
more time with the rich and
Murray State University Library
and also song director at the Unifamous.
That motley crew you ran with
versity Church of Christ.
• • • •
. surely did damage your reputation with most people. Eating
Why Not Our Way?
with tax collectors and running
Lord, we don't feel that a filthwith fishermen didn't do much to
y and smelly stable was a very
advance your career either.
appropriate place for a king to
But what really blows our
make his appearance into our
world. And, incidentally, a messy
minds are some of those wild
cross wasn't a very dignified way
ideas of yours. The meek inheritto leave it either.
ing the earth! The first being last!
And why did you waste so
People being born again! People
much of your precious time in a
dying to self! Losing life to gain
lowly carpenter shop? Surely you
life! Denying self! Putting others
must have known that we
first! Really Lord. Didn't you
expected so much more of you.
know those radical ideas just
Why, you could have at least had
won't work in our world? We
a place in Rome or Jerusalem for
think you needed some counselappearances sake!
ing in being more assertive so
And those people you were
you could have gotten ahead in
seen with Lord. Didn't you know
our world.
that in our world the poor, destiLord, you just didn't measure
tute, lame, beggars, prostitutes
up to our image of a king. You
didn't even have a state funeral.
That borrowed tomb wasn't too
classy either Lord. Things could
have been so different for you if
you had just understood a little
more about how things work in
our world.
Lord, why didn't you do it our
way?

AMVETS
Auxiliary
has meeting

ay
ist
rid
ol)VI

no
Or

all
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Ian
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All
no
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r
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10611
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• at
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Own
way

AMVETS Auxiliary of Post 45
held its regular monthly meeting
at the Post home at Paris Landing, Tenn., on Sunday, Dec. 13.
Brenda Leach, Child Welfare
chairperson, gave a report on the
Christmas party, hosted by the
Auxiliary for area children. Present were 50 children to enjoy the
afternoon and a visit with Santa
Claus.
Genevia Paschall was inducted
into the auxiliary by Past Department President Angelene
Gardner.
Virginia Couger gave a total of
what has been received on the
White Clover sales. Proceeds
from this program will benefit the
veterans in the VA Hospital at
Memphis, Tenn. Plans were made
for both AMVETS and Auxiliary
members to go to Memphis on
Dec. 20 to host a Christmas party
for the patients in the hospital
there.
President Bonnie Scott
announced plans for a Car Wash
in January. AMVET David Bartons will wash cars next to the
AMVETS Post Home on Sunday,
Jan. 3, from noon until dark
(weather permitting). All proceeds will be donated to PAWS,
This is a nationally sponsored
auxiliary program. Dogs are
trained and given to handicapped
persons.
The next meeting will be Sunday, Jan. 10. Members are
reminded to bring a covered dish
to the meeting.

Hinton baby
girl is born
on Nov. 14
Mr. and Mrs. James Hinton of
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Christina Michelle,
born on Saturday, Nov. 14, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed seven
pounds nine ounces. The mother
is the former Marianne Dale.
Grandparents are Raymond and
Christine Hinton and James and
Helen Dale, all of Henry, Tenn.

Christmas
Wed., Dec. 23rd.—Candles .... 20 to

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)
Tuesday, Dec. 22
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Murray Courtsquare/8-11:30 a.m.
and 12:30-3 p.m.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights
bus building.

of

Colum-

Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Kentucky #34/7
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Info/753-0854 or 759-9964.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
In

Tuesday, Dec. 22
Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club
House.

Plus...

All Christmas Items

.1:

.

..f

20-50% Off!

1/
111 I 11 11111111111t

Land Between the Lakes events
include "A Christmas Medley"/2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Info/1-924-5602.

"Ne

To-Pix.vvelitc(iday Itf4fiet

UNIVERSITY PLAZA...ON CHESTNUT ST.

Smith baby
boy is born
on Nov. 11

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Smith of
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
son, Evan Michael Smith, born
on Wednesday, Nov. 11, at
Dexter Center/senior activities/ Murray-Calloway County Hospi9:30 a.m.
tal. The baby weighed nine
pounds 11 ounces. The mother is
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 the former Kim Elkins.
p.m./for senior citizens'
Grandparents are Billy and
activities.
Nancy Smith and Joe and Peggy
Elkins, all of Paris, Tenn. GreatAlcoholics Anonymous/open grandparents are Joe and Grace
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Smith of Paris and Woodrow and
Hall, South Sixth and Maple Clara Webb of Gleason, Tenn.
Streets, Murray.

. 0.

Enjoy a
Christmas
filled with
happiness.

•••

L;

.1

••
•*•
••

•
A
• •• •

VI I
d

Best wishes for a
Happy New Year.
We thank you for your
patronage and look forward
to a successful 1993.
Charles Storey & Employees of

Storey's Food Giant
Christmas Eve Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Christmas Day Open 7 a.m.-4 p.m.

.60

IpGUEST SPEAKER — Karin Thomas of Paducah was featured speaker at the Candlelight Christmas
Luncheon of Christian Women's Club of Murray on Tuesday, Dec. 15, at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Della Outland, pictured to right of Mrs. Thomas, was in charge of decorations. Pictured at left is
Kathryn Ray and at right are Kathryn Outland, La Verne Ryan, Boazie Simmons and Myrtle Douglas. Lee Kern presented special music. Holiday fashions, coordinated by Melva Cooper were modeled by local ladies. The club will have a prayer coffee on Tuesday, Jan. 12, at 9:30 a.m. at the home
of Martha White, 800 Sunny Lane, Murray. The next luncheon on theme of "A New Look for a New
Year" will be Tuesday, Jan. 19, from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. The cost of the
luncheon will be $4.75 per person. Reservations should be made by Sunday evening, Jan. 17, by
calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999, or Marilyn Pritchard, 753-9930. Cancellations should be made by
calling Sherry Edwards, 753-8034.

REMODELING...OR
REDECORATING THIS WINTER?
Come See All the Colors of
Bruce Hardwood Floors First!
They're on Sale Now!&
\•—
EGISTER TO

WIN THE
VACATION OF
A LIFETIME

End-of-the-Year Sale

SO[IMAM.%

Salesmen's Samples
$5
Starting at
Painted Tux Shirts
$20
Dresses & Jumpsuits
$15
3 Piece Outfits $30
Italian Silk Men's
Fashion Ties
$5043

Jewelry

50% Off

Bold Liquidators
30H N1aln ‘-st

753-3753

Bruce

""

-

A palette of color any decorator
would love, and they're all on sale
Bruce floors now carry
, now. Plus
a lifetime warranty, your assurance of a lifetime of value.
See the all new Bruce hardwood
floors now, and register to win the
vacation of a lifetime!

Bruce'hareem:Ificas
MITCHELL'S CARPET
& FLOORCOVERING
Hwy. 94 West

•

•

50' Off!

753-2392

7
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UK ignores
Morehead's
quick start

Red-hot Racers roll
over Evansville by 9
By STEVE PARKER
taurray case.. a Th6444 Sports

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sperm Writer

MURRAY STATE 87, EVANSVIU.E 711, OT

Editor

as
EVANSVILLE, Ind. — He smiled
going into
smiled
He
court.
the
kit
he
to
the interview room. He smiled going
show.
radio
-game
his post
he
Scott Edgar couldn't help the way
at
game
'
Racers
the
felt Saturday after
sity.
Univer
ille
Evausv
that
"I told the team after the game
to
go
to
game
a
won
at Arkansas we
better
feel
I
but
,
(1990)
Four
Final
the
after this game," the Racer head coach
overtime
said after the Racers' 87-78
-out
win over the Aces in a sold
Roberts Stadium.
proFor two weeks. Edgar has been
claiming that his team has been improving in practice. Yet, all the hard work
ment
resulted in two losses in a tourna
win
-hum
ho
in Seattle. Wash., and a
le.
llsvil
Campbe
r
membe
over NA1A
Saturday's win bumped the Racers
three
to 2-3 as they head for their next
them
take
will
that
trip
road
stops on a
is
to the end of 1992. The next stop
ay
Tuesd
alth
onwe
Virginia Comm
night.
Frank Allen returned after missing
score
two games with a back injury to
came
He
s.
scorer
all
lead
to
36 points
score
off the bench in the first half to
back
'
Racers
the
bring
21 points and
s to
deficit
-point
seven
and
nine
from
age.
advant
post a 37-35 halftime
"Frank's a wamor," Edgar said of
Allen, who hit 5-of-6 three -pointers
line.
and 13-of-15 at the free throw
about
d
worrie
1
was
thing
"The only
s
was his timing, because the game'
a
ut
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LEXINGTON, Ky. — It's back
to business for No. 3 Kentucky.
Thirteen Wildcats reached the
scoring column and Rodrick
Rhodes handed out 13 assists in a
108-65 victory Saturday night
over Morehead State in Rupp
Arena.
Now Kentucky (5-0), off to its
best start since going 10-0 in the
1987-88 season, turns its attention to visiting Miami of Ohio on
Tuesday night.
"Tonight was fun, but now the
party is over," said Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino. "Miami will
be the most disciplined team we
have faced so far. They will milk
the clock, take off time, and take
the high percentage shots."
It was party-time for Morehead
State (0-6) for about 12 minutes.
Then Kentucky applied fullcourt
defensive pressure that totally
unraveled the Outmanned Eagles.
Morehead State tried a 3-point
assault in the first half, and led
30-29 on its seventh, John Brannen's jumper from the top of the
key with 7:44 to go.
"We did such a good job on
the 3s in the first half," said
Morehead State coach Dick Fick.
"I was so excited."
Then Kentucky put on the
pressure.
Mashburn scored on a rebound
STEVE PARl(Ea1e0ge & T,rnes photo
basket, and after a Morehead
in
a
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for
nour
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ille's
d
Evanss
Murray State senior Bo Walden drives aroun
later hit two crucial free throws.
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floor today."
In addition to Allen's deadly aim.
the Racers used a 2-3 zone, superb
shooting and a patient offense to end
Evansville's 14-game home winning
streak
Shooting 9-for-18 from 3-point and
30-of-36 at the free throw line, the
Racers never trailed in the second half.
Parrish Casebier. Evansville's top
gun, scored 10 points including a
three-pointer at the huzzer to end regulauon 74-74.
In overtime the Racers outscored
Evansville 13-4 on 11-of-14 shooting
at the free throw line. Allen, this
weeks' Ohio Valley Conference Player
of the Week, drilled lour straight free
throws with less than a minute left to
put Murray up by six, 84-78.
"I think I needed to pick it up this
game." Allen explained after his
34-minute performance. "It's up to the
seniors to step up and lead the team.
We've been playing pretty good, hut
not as good as we're capable.**
Maurice Cannon also stepped tor• TURN TO PAGE 9
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Winless Lady Racers
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By STEVE PARKER
Murray Led9er & Times Sports Edllot

Murray State gave visiting
Memphis State a nice present
for Christmas in the form of 36

that's not ranked nauonalls
Early on it looked as if the
Lady Racers were on their way,
jumping out to an 8-2 lead two
minutes into the game

Five Lady Tigers were in
figures with freshman
double
the
Memphis State (5-2) used
ews leading the
gifts of good will and shot Keeta Matth
points.
20
with
way
55-percent from the field in a
R2Cin
106-70 victory Sunday
Junior Jennifer Parker led the
ers Arena.
Racers with 18 points on
Lady
"We did a good job on the
t 3-for-3 performance at
a
perfec
boards and in other areas, but the free throw line Parker, a
36 turnovers pretty much spell
Murray High graduate, has now
defeat," Lady Racer head coach
made 18 straight free throws
Kelly Breazeale said.
for the season
Murray State, which dropped and is 28-of-30
to 0-4 on the season, defeated
Mechelle Shelton scored 13
Memphis State 75-72 last year
in Memphis and were hoping to points for the Lady Racers,
pick up their first win of the while freshman Lequida Pearseason on Sunday after a brutal son came off the bench for a
career-high 12 points The Lady
early season schedule.
Racers were a cold 35 percent
t
"This was a game we though
the field, but outfrom
y
Murra
the
we had a shot,"
State coach explained. "It's the rebounded Memphis State
only team that we've played 49-38

turnovers.
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Louisville gets lost in heroic Forrest
ATLANTA (AP) — Last
minute heroics are becoming
commonplace for Georgia Tcch's
James Forrest.
Forrest hit a last-secolid
24-foot jump shot Saturday to
give the 17th-ranked Yellow
Jackets an 87-85 victory over No.
21 Louisville in the first basketball game ever played in the
Georgia Dome.

"Some players just have the
knack for things like this," Tech
coach Bobby Cremins said.
Forrest is one of them.
Last year as a freshman he hit
a 25-footer in the final second to
heat Southern California in the
NCAA tournament and during the
regular season beat the buzzer
with a up-in to down Maryland.
"I don't know how to explain

it," said Forrest, who had 27
points.
Louisville led 85-84 with one
second remaining. Forrest took an
inbound pass from Bryan Hill,
faked as Minor went lunging by
him and released the 3-point
game-winner for the third lead
change in the last 30 seconds.
Travis Best hit a 3-pointer with
29 seconds remaining, giving

32" Diagonal
Stereo Receiver
Monitor With
SEq Audio System
-Mule Brand TwvCR/Catate
Remote Control
-Full On Screen Menu Display
-Stand Not Included

25" Diagonal
Receiver
Monitor

1 al 75
'
modelT3271w
Model SS25635

25"

sr/VOW

The game was the opener of
the Kuppenheimer Classic, a doubleheader that saw No. 13 UCLA
beat Georgia 68-63 in the
nightcap.

NEW YORK (AP) - Eleven of years. And Robin Yount's $3.5
the 13 free agents who had a million lenitive contract with
midnight Saturday deadline to
Milwaukee is expected to be
accept salary arbitration with
ed soon.
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their former clubs rejected the
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signed with Seattle.
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tion, Ruben Sierra's agent said he and infielder Alfredo Griffin,
expected the outfielder would Chicago Cubs pitchers Jeff
agree to a contract with Oakland Robinson and Dave Smith. HousSan
within days, a deal expected to be ton pitcher Rob Murphy and
.
James
Chris
lder
outfie
co
worth about $30 million over five Fancis

May you and your loved
ones have a safe and
joyous Holiday Season,
a healthy and prosperous New Year.
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Georgia Tech (4-1) a 84-82 edge
with 29 seconds to go.
Minor made two free throws
with 2.7 seconds left, giving
Louisville (2-3) an 85-84 edge.

Eleven free agents reject
arbitration with old teams
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Stereo ReceiverMonitor With SEq
Audio System &
Surround Sound

46"
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"We are now playing as a
that's why we win. I can
team,
San Diego. which began the
hardly believe that I'm in this
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position," quarterback Stan
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CALLOWAY COUNTY BASKETBALL
Calloway's freshman Lady Lakers defeated Marshall County Saturday
36-29 A tough defense and good shooting helped the Lady Lakers secure
a victory Jackie Guerin led the team in scoring with 12. Stephanie Holland
added 10 and Juli Yoo contributed eight while holding the Marshal's high
six
scorer, Amy Moore, to only 10 points. Cassie Maness pulled down five
rebounds and Kylie Johnson scored five points and grabbed
rebounds

Williams hits milestone as
Portland downs Golden State

YMCA BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
was Boone's Cleaners.
The winner of the YMCA Basketball Tournament
of the Boone's team
s
Member
84-80.
They defeated People's Bank
Greg Cohoon,
include: Howard Boone, Tom Hoffman, Kenny Bogard,
Dunn.
Roger
and
England
Scon
g the Hawaiian
The Bank of Murray team finished second by defeatin
Jerry Duncan,
Gibson,
Ronnie
include:
s
member
Tropic team 81-61. Team
and Bob
Jones
Rick
Futrell,
Tommy
Tony Thompson, Steve Farmer,
Wilder,
Hawaiian Tropic
People's Bank finished third in the tournament and
came in fourth.

•Red-hot Racers...
FROM PAGE 8
ward for the Racers, scoring 13
points on 4-of-6 free throw shooting. The 6-4 senior hit a 10-foot
jumper with the shot clock running down to put Murray up
72-69 with 40 seconds to play. In
overtime, Cannon hit the Racers'
only field goal in overtime, a
12-footer from the right baseline.
"Experience really played a
key; it's going to in every game
we play," said Cannon, who
drilled one triple. "We were bigger than their outside players, so
we were able to shoot over the
top of them."
Junior Cedric Gumm provided
a spark to start the second half by
scoring the Racers' first 13
points.
Gumm was 3-of-5 from threepoint and 4-of-6 from the line for
19 points. He had to be prodded
by Edgar to keep his eye on the
basket.
"I got on him at halftime and
said, 'You're not looking to
score,— Edgar explained. "They
were leaving him open and he
stopped shooting. When he's
open, Cednc's a great shooter."
"Frank had been working hard
in the first half and I wanted to
help him out," Gumm said of his
second half emergence.
Gumm gave the Racers their
biggest lead in the second half,
50-43, with 16:05 to play in the
game on a three-point play after a
made layup.
Freshman Marcus Brown, scor-

ing 13 points on 5-for-5 free
throw shooting, hit two with 1:52
to play to break to give the Racers a 70-66 lead.
The biggest charity shots of the
day came from senior Bo
Walden.
Trailing 72-71 after a Reed
Jackson steal and layup, Evansville fouled Walden with :12 left
in regulation. Walden calmly
sank both shots to give the Racers a no-lose margin of three,
74-71, before Casebier's 23-footer sent the game into overtime.
"I like being put in those positions," Walden said of the pressure free throws. "I wasn't even
worried about missing them, I
just wanted to get them up and
over."
With Evansville picking the
Racers' man-to-man defense
apart for easy shots in the early
going, Edgar went to a 2-3 zone
which stymied the Aces. On
offense, he pulled the ball out
and went to the "Five Game" to
run the clock

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
When Buck Williams passed an
NBA milestone, his friend Clyde
Drexler wasn't there to see it.
Williams became the 20th
player in NBA history to surpass
10,000 rebounds and 10,000
points in his career Sunday night
as the Portland Trail Blazers beat
Golden State 130-114, snapping
the Warriors' five-game winning
streak.
Drexler, a close friend of Williams, had to watch on television
in the locker room after being
ejected late in the first half.
Referee Steve Javie said Drexler threw a punch at Tim Hardaway just before a nose-to-nose
confrontation between the two
players at center-court with 2:52
left in the half.
Predictably, Hardaway agreed
and Drexler didn't.
"Throw a punch, you've got to
be ejected," Hardaway said. "He
missed. He's lucky he missed."
Drexler said he threw no
punch.
"I've got nothing to say
because they're passing out some
heavy fines," Drexler said. "He
said I threw a punch and I'm saying, 'When? What game?"
The confrontation ended with
Hardaway shoving Drexler and

"All good teams — since we
beat Evansville I consider us to
be a good team — have to have a
lot of weapons," Edgar said. "I
wanted to make sure our shots
were coming from our best
players."
"I though we let them off the
hook too many times," Evansville
head coach Jim Crews said. "We
should've had a six to 10-point
lead at half."

Williams, in his 12th season in
the league, needed eight rebounds
Sunday to reach the 10,0(X) mark.
He got his eighth with 3:47 left
in the game.
"That was the toughest eight
rebounds I ever got in my life,"
he said. "I thought I had about
20 at the end of the third
quarter."
It wasn't a particularly memorable rebound. The ball bounced
once before Williams chased it
down.
"It wasn't as dramatic as I'd
hoped for but it was 10,000
rebounds," he said.
Only three other active players
— Moses Malone, Robert Parish
and Bill Laimbeer — have reached the plateau.
Rod Strickland led the Blazers
with a season-high 25 points and
9 assists. He also had 23 points
against Seattle on Friday night.

20-16 as Thurman Thomas
for 115 yards and two
touchdowns.
Denver stayed involved with a
10-6 win over Seattle. If the
Broncos win at Kansas City next
Sunday, they get the final AFC
wild-card slot.
Kansas City (9-6) blew its
strong position in the AFC West

Terry Porter added 20 points
and 9 assists, Mario Elie had 19,
Cliff Robinson 18 and Williams a
season-high 17 for the Blazers.
Chris Mullin scored 25 and
Tim Hardaway 16 for the
Warriors.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Darnell Mee scored
22 points, including two crucial free throws with 29 seconds remaining, to lift Western
Kentucky to an 84-78 victory
over Virginia Commonwealth
on Saturday night.
Mee's free throws, his only
two of the game, extended the
Hilltoppers' lead to 82-78 and
came after the Rams' Chris
Brower was called for traveling with 31 seconds left.
Virginia Commonwealth
(4-3) outscored the Hilltoppers
14-4 early in the second half
to lead 54-44. Kendrick Warren scored 10 points during the
spurt, but he was held scoreless for the last 13:51, when
VCU led 56-51,

Saturday when it fell 35-21 to
the New York Giants.
San Francisco (13-2) took
Tampa Bay 21-14 on Saturday,
clinching the NFC West and
homefield for the playoffs.

Despite beating Phoenix 16-13,
Indianapolis (8-7) was eliminated
from postseason contention.

Andre Riddick, making six of
eight shots, finished with 14
points for Kentucky while Brown
had 12 and Tony Delk and Prickett scored 11 apiece.
Kelly Wells, a transfer from
Tulsa making his first start for
the Eagles, led Morehead State
with 20 points, followed by Brannen with 18.
Morehead State started a
lineup of two sophomores and
three freshmen, and its top scorer, Doug Bentz, didn't play
because of a deep thigh bruise.

50-39 halftime lead and coasting
the rest of the way primarily with
reserve players.
"We were just tired in the second half," said Fick. "You could
see it. If you guys (reporters) had
your gym shoes I would have put
you in."
Morehead State, which made
eight of 14 3-pointers in the first
half, hit only two of 11 in the
final 20 minutes. Kentucky also
scored 27 points off Morehead
State's 22 turnovers.
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Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
"Always Wanting To Serve You Better."
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• Individual storage lockers
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On Any New 1993
Ford Taurus
Commercial Fleet
Incentive

7aSiElg1itiM112

s. Get a
There's never been a better time to buy a new 1993 Ford Tauru
ive ifyou
$500 Rebate plus an additional $1000 Commercial Fleet Incent
rs may
membe
own or operate a business. Business associates or family
new Ford
also earn an extra $800 Commercial Fleet Incentive on any
Taurus.

Fitness center
Wellness program
Physician's azamnation roan
Beautifully landeceped grounds with
walking trails
• Outdoor gardening
• Whirlpool spa

•
•
•
•

1993 Ford Taurus Wagon

Give us a call or stop by for
complete details. Hurry on in...offer ends January 5, 1993.

RESIDENCE FEATURES
• UUhties
• Haupt/donning service weekly
• Laundry cif bed, both and kitchen
linens weekly
• Erorirge007 contact system
• Wesheridryer hookup.
• Walk in closets
• Fully equipped kitchen
• Carpeting and WIellic•r treetments
• Sound insulation between rmidentee
• Smoke detectors
• Individual temperature centred
IS residence only)
• Fireplace

753-4175

Glendale at Whitnell

Never Before Offered...

SECUI?ITYIMAINTENAIVCE

• pi..

Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

Hilltoppers down
Racers' next foe

•UK ignores Morehead's...
FROM PAGE 8
State timeout, powered inside for
a dunk to give Kentucky a 33-30
advantage at 4:47.
Then Kentucky's fullcourt
pressure defense forced four consecutive turnovers in the next 49
seconds, which resulted in Dale
Brown's layup, Jared Prickctt's
dunk, Mashburn's tip-in and Jeff
Brassow's free throw for a 40-30
lead.
Kentucky was never threatened
after the onslaught, building a

for all your Itunsly irlsu,a,io r nerds
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

State Farm Insurance companies

Drexler shoving back. Both playeforsulswere called for technical

.
•NFL playoffcontenderrans..
on
FROM PAGE 8
needing a win or tie to clinch the
NFC East.
for a wild card.
Buffalo (11-4) moved within a
victory or tie of grabbing its fifth
straight AFC East crown and the
homefield advantage for the playoffs. The Bills beat New Orleans

See ewe
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Link Chains
Flea Bangles
Earrings

416
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Bel-Air Center
Murray
Open 7-11 Daily

Flav-O-Rich

2% Milk

Plain or Self Rising
Pillsbury

RainBow
PURE
SUGAR

Sugar

Flour

4 Lb. Bag

5 Lb. Bag

1/2 Gal. 111111
Fresh Bake Brand

WITH ONE FILLEb--SM

Blue Bonnet

Margarine

Field Whole Boneless

Kentuckian Ham

89

Washington State
Red & Gold Delicious

Apples

59'
California Navel
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OWENSBORO. Ky. (AP) —
Margaret Thompson can build a
dinosaur like no other.
Mixing deliberation with
whimsy, the ,5-year-old girl
assembles a long-necked reptile
out of green and yellow Legos.
"We have about $200 worth of
Legos, and between my husband
and my girls, they play with them
all the time," Deb Thompson
said.
The Thompsons are among the
growing number of parents who
buy toys that steer clear of any
gender or racial stereotypes or
violence. Instead, they purchase
"politically correct" toys that
encourage children to use their
imagination.
Barbie dolls, for example,
aren't looked at favorably in the
Thompson household, although
relatives have given them as presents to Margaret and her
12-year-old sister, Hilary.
"I have never wanted to buy
my girls Barbies." Deb Thompson said. "I probably overreact.
but I think they are unrealistic
role models for little girls"
because they depict the ideal and,
for many, an unattainable
standard.
Toys are a way for children to
learn about and act out the adult
world around them. But more and
more parents seek toys that
reflect "politically correct" values — that is, toys that don't
encourage violence and derogatory or restrictive stereotypes.
--Ns-Barbie sparked a veritable firestorm earlier this year when Mattel introduced a talking version of
the doll, which included a statement that math is too hard. Critics complained the doll's message reinforced false ideas that
girls can't excel in math and science. Mattel later offered to
remove the statement from the
doll's vocabulary.
Critics also contend that many
toys, designed for a specific.
well-defined use, inhibit imagination because children take what
they see from television and then
mimic those actions.
"A child wouldn't know what
to do with a Nino Turtle ifthey
hadn't seen the cartoon,•* Deb
Thompson said.
But G.I. Joe, Teenage Mutant
Nino Turtles and other "action
figures" remain in this year's
Top 10 list of popular toys.
Between 1980 and 1990, the sale
of war toys rose more than 200
percent.
Shannon Erickson is a parent
who questioned militarisuc toys.
and then went ope step further by
opening a store that specializes in
toys that encourage creativity and
imagination.
The store, which opened in
July, is popular with parents
looking for alternative toys and
games.
"We try to find toys that
parents and children can play
together," said Erickson, who
encourages parents to get on the
floor and play with their children
Among the games sold at the
store is "Future Stories," a S28
set with questions such as. "You
don't believe in killing any living
thing. How do you get rid of
spiders in your home?"
Erickson, who has played the
game, said it encourages children
to think.
Another popular item is a
British-made kit called "Paper
Maker," which recycles newspaper to make note paper. It sells
for about $50,
Many of the toys sold at Erickson's store are made outside the
United States and are generally
more expensive.
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"I do not mind spending more
tor better toys," said Cathy
Anderson, a parent who is trying
to find alternative toys after her
oldest son said he wanted a pellet
gun. "The biggest advantage of
these toys is that kids are taught
how to think through problems,
which is what they'll need in
life.

By GREG KOCHER
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Ribeye Roast

5/$1

Oranges
Florida Juice

Oranges

$429
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PLU 771
C-CA1532
PLU 771
Bakers Real Send-Swam
Real Milk Chocolat*

C-CBBJT

Jell-O Gelatin
or

Rag. or Sugar-Free
3 Oz. or .3 Ot. Box

Baking Chips

$119
Wan This Coupon • Expire, 12/2042
Nor Vend Intl Any Other Coupon

$159
5/
With This Coupon • Expires 12/29/92
Not Valid With Any Other Coupon

Turkey

,
*
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FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE

HOLIDAY SAVINGS

Lowest Legal Cigarette Carton Prices

OPEN 24

FREE DRINK w/Purchase of Meal

SURGEON MAERNAINARNINO Owning Smiley
Now Oniony %ewes Serious Risks to Yaw waft

HOURS
•

Cigarette Specials, Coupons, &
'TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE mule awe.. Lieu
Snacks • Cold Drinks • Groceries
We have the Improved 76 Super Unleaded 92 Octane.

1

Nature's Bounty
Yogurt & Sandwiches

Food Stamps WeIcoma • AM Maio, Credit Cards Accepted. • KY Lotto
SEE US!
STOP IN

4
tit

111 Sycamore, lAurrey

4

USA 0 Mart

(Includes Soft Drinks, Tea & Regular Coffee)
Not Valid With Any Other Promotional Offer.

Interfaith couples need
to work out celebrations

1304B Chestnut (Next to Papa Johns)
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

$02-7S3•7133

753-0575

Read the classifieds daily

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Paula O'Connell, an observant
Jew married to a Roman Catholic, felt guilty initially at the
thought of a Christmas tree in her
Louisville home.
She says her feelings about a
tree "were not very rational."
Her husband, Keiron O'Connell,

Prices Good
Wed., Dec 16
Thru
Tues , Dec. 29

Ne accept U.S. Govt.
Food Stamps and W.I.C.

Goldenrod
Campbells
Cream of Mushroom

de Park

Pape r Towels
Roll

per
vels

Sour Cream

Peter Pan

8 Oz. Ctn.

Peanut Butter

Si gle

18 Oz. Jar

Mushroom

)SM RT SHOPPER CARD

Smooth or Crunchy

Powdered Sugar

Farm Fresh Grade'A' Large

Eggs r*

With •op Up Timer
Hyde Park Grade 'A'

Tu rkeys
Lb. & Up

Burger

Country Hams

$169
We Decorate Cakes

Whole Boston Butt

Pork Roast

Farmland

Link Sausage

8189 w.

White
Bread

99

Loaf

Dell

Ham

Our Special Touch

Pecan
Swift Butterball
Bone Thru

e Breast

9

Turkeys

99

10 Lb. & Up
C

Bundt
Cakes

$329

Potato Salad
Bake Beans or
Cole Slaw.... Lb.
Field

89

American $259
Cheese... Lb.

Dinner
Rolls .12 ct.

wanted a brightly decorated tree
in the house.
The O'Connells came to a happy compromise about six years
ago. The family celebrates
Hanukkah for Paula and their two
daughters, who are being raised
Jewish. But they also have a
small Christmas celebration —
complete with tree — for Keiron.
"Once we got it, I really enjoyed
it," she said.
A growing number of interfaith
couples encounter the dilemma
that confronted the O'Connells,
said Judy Freundlich Tiell, director of professional service at the
Jewish Family and Vocational
Service in Louisville. Nationwide
up to half of all Jewish people
marry non-Jews, she said.
"Every person has the freedom
to worship and to practice their
tradition," said Rabbi Stanley
Miles of Temple Shalom, who
considers it "presumptuous" for
one spouse to insist that only his
or her holiday be celebrated.
Some interfaith couples may
choose to celebrate one holiday,
but that should only be done by
mutual decision, he said.
Since Christianity has its roots
in Judaism, Christians seem to
find it relatively easy to accept
and participate in Hanukkah
celebrations, Tiell said. For many
Jews, however, Christmas
remains a foreign holiday, and its
symbols leave them uneasy.
Hanukkah began on Saturday
night this year and will last eight
days, ending two days after
Christmas. It is a time when Jews
commemorate the rededication of
the Jewish Temple in 165 B.C.
after a victory over the Syrians
— who wanted them to give up
Judaism. The holiday symbolizes
liberty and religious freedom.
Christmas, although widely
secularized, remains in essence a
profoundly religious holiday —
celebrating the birth of Jesus,
whom Christians regard as their
Savior.
"The holidays are not at all
similar, and that's sort of one of
the negatives," Tiell said.
Many Jews feel left out of
American society around Christmas, and that can inspire a strong
reaction against the Christian
holiday and its symbols. "One of
the very symbolic issues is do
you have a tree or not," Tiell
said. For many Jewish spouses, a
tree generates a "sort of gut-level
emotional response."
Helen Wiser's husband, Gary,
comes from a Christian background. "It would be very difficult for me, having been raised a
Conservative Jew and very proud
of it, to have a tree," she said.
But their potential conflict was
averted when Gary Wiser willingly gave up the Christmas
traditions.
"The first couple of years that
we were married I asked Gary
several times if this bothered
him," not having a tree, Helen
Wiser said. "He said, 'Not at
all.'"
More frequently, couples agree
to celebrate both holidays. Mary
Mauser, a Roman Catholic, and
her husband, Alan, who is Jewish, will keep both Christmas tree
and menorah, a candelabrum used
during the festival of Hanukkah,
in their Louisville home this
month.
Interfaith couples can get help
working out holiday tensions
through support groups offered
by Jewish Family and Vocational
Service, Tiell said.
Ideally, it's much better for
interfaith couples to decide how
they will handle holidays before
they marry, Tiell said, but "realistically, most couples don't."
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I Father fights for right to visit daughter's grave
was donated by Melissa's mother,
M.
She lies buned in a small private cemetery in rural Letcher
County, a 30-minute drive from
her parents' trailer in Pike
County.
Melissa's father, who visits her
grave two or three times each
week, lovingly crafted a 12-by-I4

FIFTEEN HOLLER, Ky. (AP)
— A family breakup has jeopardized Jerry Belcher's practice of
making regular visits to his only
—
child's grave.
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Melissa Ann Belcher died in
at the age of 12 after 13
1982
17,000 miles. It. sapphire blue with blue
operations to repair her ailing
$22,234.43 ,$) kidneys, including two kidney
leather
transplants. One of the kidneys

1
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1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
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18,000 miles, white with black leather.

Gold

$22,323.48
1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera

Son.cr,

MON

Maroon with grey cloth int.

$12,560.82

/A

1700

11400.5

4:11:5

SUN
7
C
30

,.,r1....One Carat
Diamond
Tennis Bracelet

Two
Carat
Diamond
Tennis Bracelet
NOW 588.00

AV'

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Sedan

4

white with blue in!

.).41

CO

Nicol

Now

Why Pay Retail Slain 00

$12,733.42

4
gO
318.00
,4

Retail 988 00
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1992 Chevrolet Lumin Sedan

si

V-6 engine, full power. 15.000 wiles
S11,863.52

EAVESDROP ON YOUR
CITY TONIGHT

l
l
i
1

1991 Chevrolet Lumina Euro Coupe
27.000 miles. black with grey cloth, full power
$11,653.68
1991 Chevrolet Corsica LT

ti

Automatic, white with blue cloth. 15.000 miles
$8,563.28
e.

.4

1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
blue sapphire with blue leather, 30.000

t

$18.968.43

miles

t 1991 Cadillac Brougham
White with burgancly leather ._:,

144
./
114
.1
,
A.

'
S19.206.53
44
I;
.1
rt
e- 1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurospo
44
0
./
Full power. V6 engine 52.000 miles
t.
$8,196.28

1

t
f

1989 Dodge Daytona

1

Sport coupe, automatic, red 46,000 miles
t

E
E

i

<Z%

1989 Buick LeSabre
i

Full power, 1 owner, 61,000 mc
$7,802.42

ifs

4e/

753-2571 or 7534110

Chestnut St.

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.

0

Christmas Sale

$9,268.53

1

1988 Plymouth Reliant Wagon

.
4
[

i.

Pksi HOME cc

1

42,000 miles. 1 owner, new car trace

e

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Firefighters at Station 14 are used to people dropping off presents for the
needy during the holidays, but
they were floored by a mystenous donor who apparently worked
all year to provide 500 gifts.
The man, who appeared to be
in his 70s and had difficulty
walking even with crutches,
showed up at the station with 10
bags containing 5(10 hand-knit
wool hats of all colors for the
homeless, said fire engineer Nick
Sheridan.
The man, accompanied by an
elderly woman, would not give
his name, Sheridan said.
The hats, which Sheridan said

.

t 1989 Chevrolet Caprice Brougham

t4.

.
4

$4,268.53 i

A

— USED TRUCKS —
1989

1

Chevrolet C1500 Sportside
350 automatic, white with red cloth

$10,495.00 -114-1
j
1988 Chevrolet C1500 Sportside
Silverado

i

53,000 miles, 350 automatic, Silverado

$9368.42 I

Chevrolet C10 Custom
Deluxe
61,000 miles, V-8, automatic, air, 1

owner

$6,863.58 .-41
1986 Dodge D150 Royale SE
318 V-8, automatic, full power, 65,000
miles

LITEX FAN SALE
Consumer Digest
'Best Buy'
25 Year Warranty

$6,368.42

.41

1986 Chevrolet C10 Silverado
Long wheel base, 1 owner, V-8, automatic.

$4,562.58 .71
1983 Chevrolet C10 4X4
Long wheel base, 1 owner, 63,000 miles

$5,368.92

j
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lets you Notch two how ,., ct
once Both in Color

Available as
polished brass, antique
brass, white on white,
brass on white. Hugger
or drop style.

Olhateier it takes. ive ivant to be your car or truck company"
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were pretty and "fairly wellmade," were delivered Saturday
to the San Diego Food Bank,
which sent them to a church center and a shelter, said Karin
Davidson, a food bank office
assistant.
"It made us stop for a moment
to reflect on what the spirit of
Christmas really means," Sheridan said. "It's neat that somebody would take the time to
make 100 hats, let alone 500. He
said he worked on them all
year.''

•Awe Inspiring 35" Diagonal
Screen with 55 watts of picture
power produces a sharp, clear
picture
•Sound Retrieval System
(SRS)(0)• creates a room full of
sound without the need for
additional speakers.
•Master Touch' Universal
Remote contiols 56
different brands of V(Rs and 27
varieties of remote controlled
cable boxes
•Advanced Full Color
Picture-in-Pidure Capability

52" Litex Fans

I

1987

Without the permission and the
assurance that he and his wife
could be buried there, Jerry Belcher says he never would have
buried his daughter in the plot.
"My wife was going to be buried below. I was going to be buried upside her, like we could both
reach out and hold her hand," he
said.
Said Mrs. Belcher: "People
might think we're crazy. I did go
crazy when she died. They said it
will get easy, but it don't."
Charles Belcher confirms his
brother's account.
Charles Belcher and Patty
Branham divorced two years ago.
Last August, Jerry Belcher sought
to have his access to the grave
and burial rights for himself and
to be guaranteed in
writing.
But Ms. Branham's attorney,
Darrell Hall, replied Sept. 10 that
she wouldn't grant the request.
On Nov. 9, he issued the threat of
criminal charges. On Dec. 4, she
obtained an emergency protective
order.
"He has said he would blow
my brains out. ...," she wrote on
the request for protection. "My
tires has been cut while I have
been at work. I would like this
man away from me completely.
... This is private property. I never gave him permission to place
his daughter in our family
cemetery."
Jerry Belcher denies the
accusations.
Ms. Branham refused to grant
an interview. "I'll tell my story
in court," she said.

[APR
K1

i

51,000 miles. 1 owner, locally owned

the promise that it would become
a family cemetery. Although Jerry Belcher asked that the promise
be put into writing, he said Charles Belcher insisted that wasn't
necessary because they were

Elderly man works all year
to make 500 hats for homeless

Hear all the excitement of police, fire. emergency. HAM
radio, weather and other two-way broadcasts on a Uniden
Bearcat Scanner Radio Scan sixteen different frequencies you easily program yourself from over ten different
bands Features a priority channel, instant weather
search, and large digital channel display Find out what's
going on in your area while it's happening'

.44

$6,468.17

shelter over her pink granite,
heart-shaped gravestone bearing a
photograph of her.
He's scattered stuffed animals,
plastic flowers and a music box
about her grave. During previous
Ciltstmas seasons. he's provided
her with a small Christmas tree
Sporting battery-powered lights.
But that cemetery belongs to
Patricia Branham, who has
divorced Melissa's uncle since
Melissa died 10 years ago.
Through her lawyer, Ms. Branham insists she'll file charges if
Belcher continues to trespass on
her property.
Belcher, 46, contends he can't
afford to move his daughter's
remains. Even if he could, no
other cemetery would allow him
to erect a shelter, he said. He
insists his visits to Melissa's
grave won't end.
"She was the world, start to
finish, for us," he said. "It's hell
living without Missy, and now
Patty wants to take that away
from us. She can do what she
wants. I am going to see my
baby. That's my life up on that
hill."
'The matter will be taken up
today in Letchcr District Court.
Judge Sam Wright has already
granted Belcher permission to
visit Melissa's grave as long as
he otherwise stays off Ms. Branham's property and avoids a
public road that goes by her
home.
But blind in one eye. with two
hearing aids and a back injured in
a coal-mining accident, Belcher
said he can't climb the hill to
Melissa — the only route available under Wright's order.
When Melissa died, Jerry Belcher says his brother Charles and
Charles' then wife offered to let
Melissa be buried on a small plot
that Patty Branham owned with
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FARM/AGRICULTURE

Serving Area Farmers
For Over Fifty Years

Tobacco sales dates set
The dark fire cured, Type 23,
market will open on Jan. 20 in
Mayfield and on Jan. 21 in
Murray.
Sales will continue each week
thereafter on Monday and Wednesday in Mayfield and on Tuesday and Thursday in Murray.
Representatives of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association are encouraging

everyone to do a good job of
classing their tobacco, especially
separating the green and dirty
tobacco. Tobacco with dirt on the
tips of the leaves should have
those tips removed.

ARIUS
Grain a Tobacco

The next regular air cured sale,
Type 35, will be held Jan. 5 in
Mayfield and Murray. Other sales
will be planned as needed.

Industrial Road
Murray, Ky
753-3462
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State Farm Bureau
re-elects top officers
Kentucky Farm Bureau's three
top officers were re-elected without opposition to one-year terms
at the Dec. 12 business session of
the organization's 73rd convention in Louisville.
Going off the board following
the convention wereTripp Furches, Murray; Keith. Tapp,
Sebree; James Simmons, Auburn;
Stephen Napier, Jr., Chavies; Ann
Ashby, Hopkinsville; and Kennan
Turner, Somerset.
William Sprague, of Sturgis,
was picked for a second term as
Farm Bureau president. He farms
3,000 acres in Union County,
producing corn, soybeans, hogs

and beef cattle. Sprague has
served as a member of the KFB
board of directors since 1975.
Sam Moore, 48, of Morgantown, won re-election as first
vice president, and Marshall Coyle, 46, of Owingsville, won a second term as second vice
president.
Six new members were elected
to the 33-member Kentucky Farm
Bureau board of directors. They
are Kelly Thurman, Livermore;
Kerry Lyons, Tompkinsville;
Charlie Benge, London; Terry
Gilbert, Danville; Larry Thomas,
Elizabethtown; and Dan Grigson,
Stanford.

The Jackson Purchase Agricultural Credit Association (ACA)
held its 1992 annual meeting with
sectional meetings in Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton.
Graves and Hickman counties.
The association conducts an
annual meeting each year with
the primary objectives being
electing directors, conducting the
official business of the association and reviewing the financial
condition with the membership.
The ACA is a member-owned
cooperative which provides short,
intermediate and long term credit
and credit-related services for the
eight Purchase counties. The
association has 1,914 loans with
an outstanding loan balance of
$83,504,000 as of Sept. 30.
Those elected to serve on the
1993 nominating committee consist of Jerry Bell, Graves County;

Attitudes toward women farmers improving
By ANN R. HARNEY
The Danville Advocate-Wagging*/

PERRYVILLE, Ky. — When
most farmers apply for a federal
grant, it usually isn't necessary to
get their spouses to sign a power
of attorney to sign the grants. But
until recently, that's what Allison
Ramsey faced.
Earlier this year, Ramsey,
along with her husband, Barton,
applied for a Conservation Service grant to fund 75 percent of
the construction costs of a suck
pad to store cattle manure on
their farm.
Although the farm is in both
their names, Allison Ramsey is
primarily responsible for the
upkeep of the farm because of
her husband's busy ophthalmologist practice.
"We're a team," she said.
"Bart's always been very supportive. He trusts me to run the
farm."
That view is not universally
held.
After she got her husband's
permission to sign her name to
the grant application he got
another call asking him about his
wife's application.
The government has not been
Allison Ramsey's only obstacle
to operating her farm. The first
time she took cattle to sell at the
Garrard County Stockyards, buyers told her, "You get an 'A' for

ay your holiday
M
be blessed with the
gifts of friendship,
love and peace on
earth.
For the many gifts
bestowed upon us by
all of our friends, we
offer our most loving
thanks.
(conoco)

Gould Oil Co.
liwy.641South •4151-8885

a woman driver." The first time
she went to buy livestock, stockyard officials asked where her
husband was.
"It's an odd place for a female
to be," she said.
Allison Ramsey said the attitude toward women farmers is
improving. Many women farm
because their husbands have to
work full time away from the
farm. Many women are left with
farms after their husbands have
died.
But for Allison Ramsey, farming is something she has always
wanted to do.
She said she enjoys almost
every aspect of farming, and she
includes her four children in
many of the farm activities.
"It's a lifestyle you choose to
do," she said. "You're not rushing around because you want to
stop and see everything. It
changes your life.

Randy Deweese, Carlisle/
Hickman counties; Paul Wilson,
Mike BoatwFulton County;
right, Ballard/McCracken counties; and Eric Howell, Calloway/
Marshall counties.
Tommy Murphey, chief executive officer, presented the president's report which included a
review of the Sept. 30 quarterly
report to stockholders. The report
included a summary which indicated a net worth for the ACA of
approximately $16.2 million with
assets in excess of $94 million.
The CEO was pleased with the
continued success of the ACA.
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Mayflower Restaurant
Christmas Day
Breakfast Buffet (7-10 a.m.)

The following is the board of
directors of the Jackson Purchase
ACA: David Leonard, Curtis
Hancock, Jr., Vanoy Cox, Gary
Wallace, Bill Futrell and Eldon
Heathcott.

$3.25

Merry
Christmas
and bright
wishes to
all our
valued
customers.
We wish
you a
season
that's
positively
glowing!

Sausage, Bacon, Grits,
French Toast Sticks,
Scrambled Eggs, Fruits

per
person

Lunch Buffet (11 a.m.-3 p.m.)

munity "A" was
The Calloway County ASCS
office, located on Hwy. 94 and
Johnny Robertson Road, will be
closed Friday, Dec. 25 for the
Christmas holiday.

6.95

6•25citizens

$
per
person

Children Under 12 Half Price
yeg
'Roast Beef
'Seven Vegetables
'Fourteen Salads

Subscribe!
.•

years ago, Allison
Until
Ramsey and her family lived in a
7,500-square-foot home on 39
acres. They wanted to raise more
cattle, but they were landlocked
by working farms on both sides.
In May 1991, they bought the
187-acre farm.
Their farm is now home to 68
cattle, four dogs, several cats,
two horses, one pony, two sheep,
several goats, ducks and geese
and five donkeys. Allison Ramsey said her goal is to have 100
head of cattle.
Allison Ramsey said she is still
waiting for her farm to make a
profit, but she said improved attitudes toward women farmers has
made it easier to operate the
farm.
Two months ago she received a
form letter from the government
that said she no longer had to get
her husband's permission to sign
her name.

759-4819

Hwy. 641 S., Murray

s
ASCS will select commitheldtee
Dec. 21.'

Winners of the community
committee election for the "A"
community were Rob McCallon,
Gary Evans and Don Overbey.
The convention to elect the
county committeeman from corn-
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'Three Homemade Desserts
•Turkey and Dressing w/Giblet Gravy
'Baked Virginia Ham

44 4 4 44 404

S.
Yellow
Tag
Clearance

ALL
VEHICLES
Clearly Marked
with Year End
Reduction Pricing
92s and 93s

Tags Displayed on All Vehicles with Reduced Pricing.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
(,)

ilimminPEPPERS Jeep
Eagle

Plymouth

Dodge.

2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

rkit,

•

Holiday spending increases for companies
In the spirit of brotherhood we
join people everywhere in prayins
for _freedom from oppression
and peace on earth.
A happy, joyous Noel to all.

Vanderbilt Chemical and
Vanderbilt Minerals
Penny Road

753-4928

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) Despite the sluggish economy.
the corporate holiday spirit seems
a bit brighter than last year although companies seem to be
keeping a tight rein on employee
Christmas parties and gifts they
send clients.
"Corporate giving is pretty
much a barometer of the economy," said Agnes Sellers, a
Louisville consultant who sells
some of the corporate gift items.
This year, "the spirit is there,
but there's not as many dollars,"
she said.
For the most part, the days are
gone when co panics picked up

1.29 WILL GET YOU THE BEST
HOT PLATE LUNCH IN TOWN...

SHONE%
All-You-Care-To-Eat
Hot Food Bar With 2 Meats, 9
Vegetables, Breads, And Our
Very Own Soup, Salad and
Fruit Bar Is Only...

.29

If You're In A Hurry Get Yours To Go
Monday-Friday 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

HONEY

641 North

753-9257

os Toyotas Cost Less In Murray e)
Sale Prices Good Thru December 31st.

/1988 Oldsmobile Delta U
Brougham
1 owner power windows power iocx s
power seats Wt cruise AMFM cas
same wire wheel covers
law $4,487
Was $5,487

1991 Dodge Shadow Convertible

I owner ae:.c air AMFM stereo
power ioci‘s
Was $9 487low

$8,481

1991 Toyota Col Ex-Cab
air, tilt Czt;se AMFM ste
reo extra sharp
•
Novi $12,487
Was $12,987

owner

the tab for lavish holiday parties
complete with food, liquor and
live entertainment. However,
hotels and caterers report that
modest company Christmas parties seem to be on the rebound.
"There's no question about
it," said caterer Jerry Lunderpn,
owner of Lundy's of Lexington.
The employers are spending
more money on their employees
this Christmas."
In the Lexington area, hotels
and caterers report an average 20
percent increase in holiday business from last year. But Jerry
Morse, director of marketing and
sales at Lexington's Campbell
House Inn, said many corporate
customers have become more
conservative.
Some are requesting less
expensive meals or fewer appetizers, he said.
"Instead of having a $IS dinner, they're having an $11 or $12
dinner," Morse said.
The same trend appears in corporate gifts for clients.
Sellers said that instead of a
$30 fruit basket, companies might
send one worth $IS this year.
And rather than a pen and pencil
set, she said, clients this year
might get just the pen.
"Desk items, calendars. date

are having dinner instead of just
appetizers and renting rooms
after the party.
"One company picked up the
tab for all employees' rooms."
he said.

diaries are popular." Sellers said.
"And people still love to give
coffee mugs, though I don't know
where they all go."
Rick Ebel. a spokesman for a
national trade group called the
Specialty Advertising Association, said companies like to get
their promotional items on the
desk of a person they're trying to
influence.
Louisville-area companies that
produce or sell specialty items
include Hillerich & Bradsby (personalized baseball bats and baseballs); Louisville Stoneware Co.
(coffee cups, julep cuts, plates
and Christmas tree ornaments);
and A Taste of Kentucky (gift
baskets, foods and crafts).
Charlie Richardson, company
controller for Louisville Stoneware, reported that sales seem
"to be more active, maybe up a
little this year."
Clients are less likely to
receive bottles of alcoholic
beverages or items such as knives
- because of liability problems.
And while some companies are
cutting spending for employee
Christmas parties, a few are
splurging.
Frank Mauro, general manager
of The Radisson Plaza Hotel in
Lexington, said some companies

Also, a few companies, that
have felt economic pressures this
year have not responded by cutting back on holiday parties.
For example, Kentucky Central
Life Insurance Co., which had a
roller-coaster year marked by
record quarterly profits but falling credit ratings, sponsored a
recent party for everyone in its
building. The event featured an
orchestra and a buffet dinner.
Kentucky Central spokesman
Jim Trammel said that even if the
company had a terrible year, the
party probably would survive.
"We like the message it gives
to our employees: It tells them
that they've done a good job, and
we appreciate them," he said.
Much the same thinking is
behind gifts for clients.
"It's an acknowledgement and
recognition," said Phil Lynch,
spokesman for Brown-Forman
Corp. in Louisville. "It's a way
of saying thanks for your
business."

Kentucky bourbon is new craze in Japan
BARDSTOWN, Ky.(AP)- A
product born and perfected in
Kentucky is now one of the hottest items in Japan.
Bourbon has become the new
status drink of young Japanese
businessmen, and they're flocking to special bourbon bars. During the 1980s, bourbon exports to
Japai increased 349 percent,
according to the U.S. Agnculture
Department.
And Japan isn't alone. Total
exports of bourbon whiskey
quadrupled in the 1980s, according to the U.S. Agriculture
Department.
In the June 1991 issue of the
AgExponer, a USDA magazine,
Douglas Coyle of the University
of Kentucky agriculture department wrote that "as the markets
open, producers scramble to build
brand loyalty and draw consumers away from other beverages."
Booker Noe of Bardstown, a
grandson of Jim Beam, saw the
craze firsthand during a visit to
Japan earlier this year. Noe
exports his ultra-premium Booker's Bourbon to Japan, where it
has become a status symbol.
Noe, 63, says his bourbon has
something "extra extra" that
may attract Japanese bourbon
fans.
And the fact that the Jim Beam
company is the oldest continuing

family business in Kentucky adds
More than 200 Japanese people
a historical angle to Noe's
visited Bardstown last year,
bourbon.
according to an official at the Jim
Beam distillery.
After purchasing a bottle of
The Noes said Inki stays at
Booker's Bourbon, Japanese conthe home for a few months and
sumers keep their bottle with
then goes back to Japan, letting
their name on it locked in a bourother Japanese visitors live there
bon bar, Noe said. It is very prewhile he's gone. lzaki sometimes
stigious to have your own bottle
brings his visitors to the Noc's to
of Booker's in a Japanese boursample Kentucky cooking.
bon bar.
lz.aki encouraged Noe to visit
The price of bourbon in Japan
Japan and witness bourbon's
is four to seven times its cost in
popularity there. So Noe traveled
the United States - the sugto Japan this year with his wife,
gested price for a 750 milliliter
Annis, and family friend Toogie
bottle of Booker's Bourbon in the
U.S. is $45 to 550. ---- - Dick.
Noe said bourbon is a "little
'They were the guests of honor
taste of Americana" and that's
at a party at one of Izaki's Jesse
why it's popular throughout the
James Bourbon Bars, where they
world - in Japan, Australia and
were fed Kentucky cooking Europe.
cornbread, hot browns and Derby
Of the total bourbon exports in
Pie. They said they like the Kenthe 1980s, Japan took 51 percent; tucky food better than the JapanEurope and Australia, each 14
ese cuisine they sampled.
percent, and all other foreign
"It's a different culture,"
buyers, 21 percent.
Annis Noe said. "But I enjoyed
Much of the bourbon in Japan
it."
is consumed by young businessKentucky's culture and tradimen - as opposed to the age
tion may be one reason for bourrange of 35 to 50 in the United
bon's appeal worldwide. The disStates.
tinctly American product is as old
The owner of seven bourbon
bars in Japan, Masayuki lzaki, as Kentucky - the state's settlers
began making it in 1775, when
bought a house in Bardstown
the first corn crops were
across from Noe's residence a
year ago and started arranging
harvested, according to "The
Japanese tours of the area.
Kentucky Encyclopedia."

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
1986 Ford F159 XLT
66 000 miles air AlkPM cassette

Red Scotch

GIFT SETS

32.98
J&B Scotch

Carolans
3 75.12.58

8.99
Ballyes
'Makers Mark

27.99
1990 Toyota Camry LE
I owner automatic power windows
power locks power seats tilt cruise,
AMFMstereocassette sumo&
num wheels
low $8,487
Was $9987

1987 OkIsinobtle Cutlass
Calais GT
V-6, sr, automatic, water windows,
power locks, tilt, cruise, Premium AM/
FM stereo cassette. aluminum wheels
Was $4,987
low

$3,287

175120.99
•
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lint

21.93

Witt Turkey
101 PF

26.9
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1990
1989
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19119
1989
1988

Toyota Comfy LE
Honda Accord EX
Toyota Camry DX
Toyota Corolla
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Toyota Corolla
Toyota TOMO
Olds Guises Gera Bit

1991
1989
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1988

Now
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Toyota 4x4 Ex Cab V6
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Chevy SIO
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Toyota Pickup
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300 D Mercedes Benz
380 SL Mercedes Benz
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Mazda 82200
Chary Siverado
Dodge Ram dominion Van
Ford LTD

Amaretto
DI Saronno

11.82
St. Remy)
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52.33
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Jack Daniels
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41751
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,
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'Canadian Club
1988 Dodge Grand Caravan LE
In f;nity AM/FM stereo cassette,power
windows, power locks, tit, cruise,
power seat
low $8,987
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10.99

750 I&

BUD GIFTS

lSL

1983

32.98,
McCormick
Vodka

Corbel

Champagne
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Johnny Walker
1987 Honda Prelude
58 000 miles air automate AMFM
stereo cassette
low $6,987
Was $7967
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8.99
1989 Toyota Tercel
1 owner 5 speed air AMFM stereo
power
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25.71
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Support program assists
Persian Gulf veterans

7534563

Customer leaves estate to waitress
CHAGRIN FALLS, Ohio (AP) — A regular restaurant customer
left most of his $500,000 estate to a I7-year-old waitress, but the
man's sister is challenging the will.
William Cruxton, 82, ate lunch and dinner at Dink's Colonial
Restaurant in this northeastern Ohio town virtually every day from
his wife's death in 1989 to his own demise Nov. 9.
Cruxton, who didn't have any children, left most of his estate to
Cara Michelle Wood, a high school senior he had known for a few
months.
But Cruxton's sister, Cora Bruck, 86, is contesting the will,
charging that her brother didn't know what he was doing when he
wrote it. Cruxton left her enough money to pay for funeral
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Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

helicopter rcfueler and single
mother. "When 1 walked in the
door and reached out to pick her
up, she was screaming."
Two or three days later Jennif512 S. 12th St., Murray
er recognized her mother once
more and wouldn't let her out of
her sight. McIntosh said.
Worried about what would
expenses.
become of her daughter in the
"It's obviously very unusual that he would leave virtually his
event of another mobilization or
entire estate to a I7-year-old girl who he had known for only a few
if she died while deployed, McInmonths," said Ms. Bruck's lawyer, Mark Fishman. "We feel we
tosh left the Army with an honorcan show that this was not his full intent."
able discharge on Nov. 26, 1991.
Howard Stern, the executor of the will, said his friend knew what
Since leaving the Army she's
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
he was doing. He said the sister is well cared for by Social Security
been unable to find work as an
Medicare.
and
Every Saturday & Monday
aircraft refueler in the Louisville
"Bill said Cara was very nice to him," Stern said. "He indi5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
OPEN
DOORS
area, where she lives, and has
cated that she was the only one at the restaurant who he could rely
Early Birds At 6:30
depended mostly on unemployon to tell him the truth. He said the rest were condescending about
About Weekly Specials *
ment payments, which ran out
Call
her."
*
his age and his unsteady hands. He liked that about
Dec. I. She has found some temCleveof
Co.
Moving
Piano
Cruxton
the
Cruxton, who owned
247-8537
porary work, but the adjustment
land until it closed in the mid-1970s, first found a friend in a young
to civilian life after her nine-year
waitress named Paula LaForce. She visited his home, and somemilitary career has been difficult,
times would pick up after him, pay his bills or balance his
she said.
checkbook.
The support program has been
In return, Cruxton made Paula his sole heir. Friends said he often
operating from the VA Medical
pulled the document from his jacket pocket to show around the
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Center on Zorn Avenue since late
diner.
was the
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a
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the U.S. Transportation
park
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program
(Information about the
Department and the American
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this
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somedoing
be
to
wants
Frithrough
Monday
894-9633
The findings released Friday
are city park workers, told a tale
one else," he said.
day, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.)
showed that the 38 states that
raised the speed limit to 65
mph on portions of interstate
highways in 1987 saw a
decrease in overall fatality
rates of 3 percent to 5 percent,
said Charles Lave, a transportation economist at the University of California, Irvine.
In California, where 1,400
miles of highway have a 65
mph limit, death rates have
dropped by 7 percent since
1987, the study showed.
Lave said the results debunk
Congress' "speed kills"
theory of the 1970s that was
used to keep the speed limit at
55 mph.
"We ought to allow state
highway patrols the freedom to
enforce safety as they see fit
rather than try to set their
Two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza Two All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
priorities for them," he said.
and SpaGatti Buffet
"They're the experts; we're
and SpaGatti Buffet
amateurs."
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Lunch 11 am.-2 p.m. Daily
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(Good Thru. 12-31-92
Sunday Noon-2 p.m.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Marital problems or job losses
are some of the challenges facing
Persian Gulf War veterans, many
of whom were uprooted from
their civilian lives and sent overseas for months, says a social
worker assisting some of the
veterans.
"For the first time in history,
about half the soldiers sent to the
Persian Gulf were reservists and
National Guard personnel," said
Deborah Anderson, a Department
of Veterans Affairs social worker
running the Persian Gulf Family
Support Program in Louisville.
They were called up with little
warning and sent overseas for
five to nine months. "Deployment wreaked havoc on their
lives," Anderson said.
Many people she has counseled
have marital problems related to
the tensions of the sudden
deployment and long absence.
Many are still suffering financially, with some reservists having
lost regular work because
businesses shut down or cut back,
even though their positions were
supposed to be maintained,
Anderson said.
The problems have been compounded because the regular military has been cutting back since
the Persian Gulf War, leaving
many people who had planned on
military careers and had served in
the gulf without the jobs they had
been trained for, Anderson said.
One person who has relied
heavily on Anderson in recent
months is Sgt. Deborah
McIntosh.
McIntosh left for Saudi Arabia
to serve in Operation Desert
Storm the day after her daughter
Jennifer's first birthday in 1990.
She didn't see Jennifer again for
seven months.
"When I got back she didn't
know me," said McIntosh, 36, a
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Formal gowns & tuxedos.
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United Way

Take Time
To Care

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
144 1992 Chevrolet
$97594

AktfM Cassette, Power Windows
& Locks. Loaded.

753-2617

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

Park, Mich.; two stepdaughters,
Mrs. Brenda Shaffer, Normal,
III., and Mrs. Donna Warren,
Houston, Texas; one stepson, Jerry McManamy, Murray; three
grandchildren, Shawn Trimble,
Stacy Schildt and Heather
Trimble; three greatgrandchildren.

Otha (Russ) Trimbk, 68, Rt. 3,
Murray, died Saturday at 3 p.m.
at his home.
He had retired from the trucking business in Detroit. Mich. A
veteran of World War II, he
attended Sugar Creek Baptist
Church.
His first wife. Mrs. Retie
Davenport Trimble, died Dec. 21,
1984. One brother, Ouis Trimble,
also preceded him in death.
Born May 29, 1924, in Nancy,
Ky , he was the son of the law
Omer Trimble and Ula Buchanan
Trimble.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ruth Gordon McManamy
Trimble, to whom he was mamed
on May 9, 1986; one son, Russell
G. Trimble, Dallas, Texas; one
sister, Mrs. Sophia Floyd, Allen

The funeral will be Wednesday
at 11 a m. in the chapel of Pulaski Funeral Home, Somerset. The
Rev Loyd Williamson and the
Rev Dale Osman will officiate.
Burial will follow in Lake
View Memorial Gardens,
Somerset.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of local arrangemenu. Visitation was held there
on Sunday evening.

Fugitive shoots himself

of
PAurray-Calloway County

11111,!bass^

her home Aug. 3.
A re-enactment of the crime
was broadcast in August and
again Friday on the Fox network
show, a program that encourages
viewers to report the whereabouts
of suspects to police.

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — A
man wanted for a killing in Missoun shot himself in the head
after being surrounded by police
a day after he was named on the
TV series •'America's Most
Wanted." He was in guarded
condition Sunday.
Police in West Orange said
James Henry Hampton shot himself Saturday as officers confronted him on a street in the city
near Newark.
Earlier, an informant had told
police a church pastor had sheltered Hampton since August, The
Sur-Ledger of Newark reported
Sunday.
"Suddenly. Hampton hacked
up, whipped out a revolver from
his pants, placed it under his chin
arid fired a shot," West Orange
Police Chief Edward Petardy told
the newspaper.
Hampton, 54, was in guarded
condition at University Hospital
in Newark, a nursing supervisor
said.
The FBI had been hunting
Hampton in the kidnapping and
murder of a 58-year-old St. Louis
woman who was abducted from
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Funeral services will be Wednesday for Alfred Andrews Nail Sr.,
a former mayor, judge and state
legislator. Naff, who died Saturday of natural causes, was 83.
Neff, who was elected mayor
in 1965 and 1969, resigned in
1972 after being appointed by
Gov. Wendell Ford to the state
Workmen's Compensation Board.
He served on the board for three
years.
Neff was appointed special
attorney for the U.S. Department
of Labor in 1975. Ho was elected
district judge in Chnstian County
in 1978 and circuit judge in 1981.
He held that post until 1983.
Neff, a 1932 graduate of the

FLORENCE, Ky.(AP) — Former congressional candidate
Floyd Poore was hospitalized for
a second time in a week today,
and reported in serious condition

Due to the Christmas holidays, regular garbage pickup
for the week of Dec. 21-25
will be altered for some of the
easterners of the Murray Sanitation Department.
Those customers regularly
scheduled for pickup on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday are asked to set
their garbage out one day in
advance.
The sanitation department
appreciates its customers'
cooperation. For more information, contact the sanitation
department at 762-0330.
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Mrs. Stella L. Lovett, 81, Rt.
5, Benton, died Saturday at 10:18
p.m. at Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
She was a member of Union
Ridge United Methodist Church
and of Alford Chapter No. 445 of
Order of the Eastern Star.
Her husband, Erks Lovett, and
her parents, Tobc Collins and
Alice Hopkins Collins, preceded
her in death.
Mrs. Lovett is survived by one

son, Billy R. Lovett, Benton; two
sisters, Mrs. Betty Freeman, Benton, and Mrs. Joy Ellis, Murray:
two granddaughters; two greatgrandchildren.
Services arc today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Ora Belle Peck and the Rev. R.J.
Burpoe are officiating.
Burial will follow in Palestine
Cemetery in Calloway County.

Stock Market
Report

University of Kentucky Law
School, was elected to the state
House of Representatives from
the 76th District in 1938. He
served until 1940 and decided not
to run again.
He was a former employee of
the Tennessee Valley Authority,
and he was Hopkinsville city
attorney from 1955 to 1965.
His survivors include his wife,
Janice Hams Neff; a son, Alfred
A. Neff Jr. of Frankfort; a
daughter, Catherine Janice Nail
of Pittsburgh; and a brother, Dr.
Manon Benton Nail of Bethesda,
Md.
The funeral will be at 10 a.m.
CST Wednesday at Hughart &
Beard Funeral Home, with burial
at a later date.
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Dr. Poore hospitalized again
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Mrs. Stella L. 4ovett

Funeral set Wednesday for
former Hopkinsville mayor

Garbage pickup
dates altered
due to holidays

December 1992

and Elton Morganu and wife, Jessie, All Of Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Lola Gibson, Wingo; four
grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.
The funeral is today at 1:30
p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
Carey Puckett is officiating.
Pallbearers are Kenneth Gibson, Tony Morganti, Jamie Morganti, Ronnie Morganti, Dariel
Morefield and Billy Morcfield.
Bunal will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in Hickman
County.

Mrs. Mamie Morganti, 90,
Murray, died Friday all1:55 p.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
A former resident of Mayfield,
she was a member of First
Assembly of God, Mayfield.
Her husband, Cecil R. Morganti, three sisters and six brothers
preceded hcr in death.
Born April 3, 1902, in Graves
County, she was the daughter of
the late 1.L. Owens and Lin
Clapp Owens.
Survivors include two sons,
Johnny Morganti and wife, Jane,

Itivextiatt•iits Siiici• 1851

Hardware

Fise-c ARS
3-Piece Scissor Set

Mrs. Mamie Morganti

Otha (Russ) Trimble

in the intensive care unit at St.
Luke Medical Center.
Poore's son, Doug, told The
Kentucky Post that his 55-yearold father woke up this morning
feeling weak, and family members took him to the hospital.
"We want to keep this within
the family at this point," said the
younger Poore, a student at the
University of Kentucky.
Poore had been released from
St. Luke on Saturday after two
days of tests.
He had admitted himself last
week after expenencing a weakness in his left side and some difficulty with speech.
A physician, Poore said a condition known as a transient
ischemic attack, or T1A, was suspected. A TIA is a temporary
blockage of blood supply to the
brain.
Poore, who lost to 4th District
Congressman Jim Bunning in the
November election, and was
defeated in the Democratic
gubernatorial primary in 1991,
has been practicing medicine in
Dry Ridge. He resides in
Florence.
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WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

THANK YOU for placing your trust and
confidence with us and allowing us to serve you.
Al the beginning of this new year, we want to
renew our promise to you - that we will always
maintain the highest ethical standards and
conduct ourselves in the most professional
manner.
GOOD LUCK and BEST WISHES during
this holiday season and the upcoming year.
Thank You
Alvin

York, Bobbie

-

Wilcox,

James Coleman, Jack Norsufrorthy,
Keith

York and Kelvin

York

This Christmas Eve
come join us at 7 p.m.
at

First United
Methodist Church
'

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
Funeral Home, Inc.
713 South Fourth St.
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753-6800

off

the Court Square

for a special communion
service in honor of the
Christ child's birth.
503 Maple St • 753-3812
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Classified
) PLACE AN Al) CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows
... Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
.Saturday 10 •m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
V
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
ANNMACEMENIs
Legal Notice
010 ...........
..Notice
020
Personal.
025
Card er Thanks
030
In Memory
040
Lest & Found
050

F Alt Na IN NI NUKE
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
.... Feed & Seed

370
400
550

M1SCE1.IANEOUS

EMPLIM 'ill NI
410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

560

Free Column

100

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

110

Instruction

570

060
070
090

Help Wanted
.Doesestir & Childcare

Wanted

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Mon.-Fri. $ a.m.-5 p.m.

Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

•••E lit It I
Insurance
120
Exterminating
230
Business Services
250
Heating And Cooling
290
630 ....................Service. Offered

ti.

BE \I.

ill:. RENTAL

Mobile Homee For Rent

270

Mobil* Homes For Sale

285 Mobilo Horns Lots For Rant

365

For Sale Or Lease

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

280

300

Want To Rant
310
'CRANSPORTATION
..../Aouircycles 320
Apartmsnia For Rent
Auto Services
Auto Parts
For Rent
Used Cars 330 ..........
.........................
Houses For Rent
Used Trucks 340
Campers
Bests & Motors 360 ------------For Rent or Lease

430

......... ........

435

..........

450

Farms For Sale

460

Homes For Sale

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"eeocal ciaim servos*

VCR Service
All Itraiid

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches.
gyros Open all yew at
5pm Closed Mon arid
474-81 1 9,
Tues
1-800-649-3804

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 75.3-2255

FORREST
BLUE PRINTS
Drawings For New
Homes & Additions

Fred M. Garland
would like to thank
their friends and
family for the visits, calls, cards,
prayers, food &
flowers during the
illness and loss of
our loved one. A
special thanks to
Dr. Richard Blalock & Kay Satterwhite.
The family of
Fred M. Garland

753-9688
Americas Second Car

fr'l
V lt_1itj DUCkiitt

ilE41=1:1321
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
112 SO. 12th
Office: 753-6910
KY 42071
Murray,
-DUCK
1 -800-THE
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Haws Memorial
Nursing Home
Fulton, Kentucky
We are expanding our staff and
looking for dedicated people who
would like to work for the best
facility in the state of Kentucky.
RN,LPN's, CNA's. Needed for all
shifts. Competitive salary and benefits - Apply in person MondayFriday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinarville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

753-4199

Display Ads
$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
Dtscount 2nd Ran.
60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Withm 6 Day Period)
$1 75 per column inch extra far Tuesday S(iop.
ping Guide)

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum let
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper'Tue.. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) 62.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

330

320

200

Apartawale
Fa Rent

Spans
E4Lbsent

For Salo

HOMAN

For Rent

2BR house beside East
HAZEL Apartments Hazel
KY is now renting You Elementary no pets
must be 62 handicapped, $275imo . deposit re
or disabled New 1 and 2br (wired 753 8848 before
NEW Wilson killer whale
88FT x 50tt metal building
units 502 527 8574 for 8pm
SONY Camcorder, &nm, driver, new woman's golf
Insulated gas heat Can be more information Equal
like new with case and ac- bag, balls, golf cart
3BR house near university,
used for 1 or 2 shops or Housing Opportunity
cessories $700 4 bar 759-9174
$300/mo plus $300 depostorage Located at 406
mauve
stools almond with
Sunbury Circle See Carlos HOUSING near MSU for up sit no indoor pets, must
backs and seats new con210
Black, Jr at Black's Decor- to 4 students Available for have references and sign 1
dition $160/ea new, now
ating Center or call Spring Semester Coleman year lease Call 753 2342
$60/ea White and brass
Firewood
RE, 753-9898
753-0839 or 436 2935
4BR 24 baths home
daybed with mattress, new
D
A-1-A
service,
FIREWOO
MUR CAL Apartments now available Jan 1 in Murray
condition $150 435-4402
BUSINESS offices for rent
$30 rick delivered
Part time full time small. accepting applications for 618 533 2116
person, 492-8254
5
SPA
large Very reasonable 1, 2 and 3br apartments
HOUSES for rent great tor
pump
2hp
x35,
67x6'10rent Call Mur Cal Realty Phone 759-4984 Equal students or family Call
D for sale
for 5 pets light, ozone air, A FIREWOO
y
Opportunit
Housing
753-4444
762-4483 or 753 7210
cover, and redwood steps 437-4667
2 years old $2950 Call FIREWOOD 436-5598
FOR Rent Business Retail NEW 1,140 sq ft duplex all
360
753-3488
or Office Space in S Side gas, central air, appliances
plus dishwasher, utility
SEASONED firewood, oak, Shopping Center
Far Real
STEREO dual cassette, 753-5476
room with wid hook-up,
Lose
Or
753
6612
or
753-4509
arrytm radio 3 band equaquiet area, avail. 12/15,
5.6-storage
EW
lizer turntable speakers WOOD for sale, 753-0527
CREEKV1
lease and deposit, no pets.
320
or 753-974-5
warehouses on Center
included $50 753 5891
759-1087.
&pertinent'
Drive behind Shoney's
WOOD for sale $30/rick,
For Rent
duplex,
o. 759-4081.
2bri
920-840/m
NEW
•
seasoned oak 474-8086
1, 2. 3, OR 4br furnished appliances and rtiaowave NORTHWOOD storage
apartments, nice, near uni- furnished, w/d hook-up, presently his units avail220
versity 3br house. 1604 lease/deposit. 2425/mo. able 753-2905 for more
COFFE table dark wood
Main St. central gas heat, 753-0167
MUskal
information
$20 753-5891
a/c. near campus,
built duplex, 2br,
NEWLY
plays
singer,
COUNTRY
days,
$450/mo 753-6111
GOOD used couch and
carpeted stove refrigerachair with wood arms tea rhythm or base looking to 753-0606 nights
tor, dishwasher, microworking band
join
Charles
of
ON
excelCOLLECTI
table
end
and
table
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Frace' Wildlife Prints, Snow
central hia
1BR low utilities, reference wave
436-2749
Call
n
conditio
and deposit required No 753 5149
x DOLL HOUSE x Leopards. Seals, 1973 to lent
3BR 2 bath condominium
753 8780 ($150/all)
John pets $185 753-3949
PIANO tuning
CAFE
X present Everything must
North- 753-3293 after 6prn
in
apt
2br
NICE
753-9600
,
Exotic Dancers
KING size waterbed with Gottschalk
x go' 753-7419 after 4pm
X
1BR. nice, near k4SL1 All wood Available Jan 1st,
Ikon. 79 East Pink Tenn
rails, lights and mirrors on PIANO Wurlitzer. like new,
370
paid Coleman RE
appliances furnished, w/c1
X Mon.-Sat. 6 p.m.-2 am X FRED'S Home Crafter headboard storage draw- $750 753-7010 after 5pm
livestock
hookup,no pets lease and
753-9898
X
Dis7
sale
X
901-642-429
Woodwork on
ers underneath, like new
$325/mo
& floppies
deposit
1 OR 2br &pis near down- 753-0814
played at University Tire. condition Call 527-1051
30DOLXXXXXXIOCXXXX
210
HUDSON Company Sad1406 Main St Ph
town Murray 753-4109
Kimball
Sale
MOVING
ENERGETIC caring LPN 753-4994, 759-4675 Items
NICE 2br apt on lake at dles Bridles & Horse supue
lillsoslaneo
apartstudio
bench,
efficiency
and
piano
1 ROOM
Panorama Shores Call plies 753-4545 759-1823,
needed for 2pm 10pm shift made to order
very near MSU,
size. $150 Couch and
753-6763
HER'S COINS ment,
502.355-2846
at Britthaven of Benton
CHRISTOP
available now Coleman
GEM stones from amethyst chair, green and yellow on
Apply between fiam 4pm
now offers U S and foreign
by G&L Rental
zircon All sizes, all creme background, $100
OFFERED
to
753-9898
RE
Mon -Fri
coins at Hobee's Coin and
380
Property, very nice, brand
types We have many Bed, chest, dresser and
Pots
Card Shop, 102 North 5th 2 BEDROOM duplex
with
from
for
apartments
carner
choose
and
2br
to
new,
mountings
NEED substitute
bench, box springs
Murray Our GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
in
Supplies
Street,
&
Each
MSU
easy access to
The Murray Ledger & For free list call 354-6742 mattress included. $100
coins, proof sets, paper $355 discounted rent Cenhas bay window, french AKC Dachshund for love or
Tomes county route Pays (phone or fax) Free stone Deacons bench, maple, 42"
and coin supplies tral heat Lease deposit, no
currency
good For more information to 1st 10 callers
door to deck, washer and show for sale to approved
length, $25 2 lamps, 36'
are available at Decades pets Refrigerator, stove,
cat 753-0626
dryer, stove, refrigerator, home 502 753 4333
high, green glass base,
LET us make your clothes, white shade. $30 Childs Ago (in Hazel) and at the dishwasher included
dishwasher, and microAurora)
(in
Mercantile
TAKING applications part- alter and repair Uniforms
759-9874
$5
and
chair,
wave 2 apartments ex- AKC Pomeranian puppies
desk
top
roll
Stamps and stamp suptime meat dept growing and sportswear, rentals,
Christpected to be handicapped ready or will hold tor
carpet.
duplex,
489-2887
bath
2
2BR
plies we featured along
company Send resume to gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
mas 328-8016
reon
based
central
accessible
garage,
,
with our coins and coin appliances
P 0 Box 926 Murray, KY See and Sew Country
Call sponse and 2 are not AKC registered Rotweiler
$475/mo
supplies at the Book Rack h/a,
N 121 Mur
1608
BIN
Square
BARGAIN
THELMA'S
Ready for occupancy by pups, 489 2455
753-5870
WANTED barmaids waitCen(Dixieland Shopping
ray 753-6981
1109 Pogue Ave.
March 15th $450/mo Call
resses, dancers, $500 plus
ter in Murray) We appraise 2BR carpeting, drapes, ref.
759-9940
HAVE an obedient safe
RE 753-9898
Coleman
weekly Doll House Cafe,
estates and are active buy- dishwasher, w/d hook-up
Furniture,ApUsed
Clean
for show or home
dog
,
642-4297
TN
Paris,
ers of coins and stamps central h/a, $350/mo De- SPANKING new. 2br, 1 Classes or private lessons
phances. and Slum Items
6pm-2am
LMERS FROM SVETA
carport
161
Use Our Layaway Plan
bath duplex with
Call 502-753-4
posit required No pets
Serving Murray for over
Now Renting Nintendo
Plebe/rad Gilns Bocl
Appliances furnished Cen- 12yrs 436-2858
753-9240
070
tral air and gas heat
250
Rutcmoted Dtect Mcii
Doomed'
2BR duplex on Siory Ave. $425/mo 1 month deposit, PUPPIES for Christmas
Business
190
li Childcare
dead end street Ap- 1 year lease, no pets Husky Collie mix 5 weeks
312Ititaln St • tArroy
Sinless
Fan"
plianoes furnished, central 753-2905
old $20/ea 345-2462
753-8e37
NEED a sitter for New
IPs/a, no pets Lease and
KEN TENN Investigations
inand
Cal
Yew's Eve?
TAKING applications for WANTED fluffy Christmas
owner J B Wilburn, specie
deposit required
35 MASSEY Ferguson
quire, 753-7710, leave
section 8 rent subsidized kitten for child Will be loved
criminal civil, 753-7185
in
lizing
o
753-5463
Case
LIKE new Barbie Jeep bat- 430
message, or 436-5738
apartments 1 2 .6 3 bed
in good home 762 1537 or
domestic and insurance in
duplex with garage
teries and charger. $125 753-0144
RSVP by Tues. Dec 29th
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts 345-2577
vesbgations 14 years law 2BR
dishwasher, garage dis
No children under 2 years 753-7546
or call
Ky
Hardin
FORD 3000 tractor, 3 14' enforcement experience
old please.
posal w/c1 hook-up
Call
502-437 4113 EHO
row
cultivator
in
2
plow,
Licensed
502-436-6099
QUILTS for sale 753-2365
1450/mo Day 753-7688
after 5pm, 759-9609
Kentucky arid Tennessee
WILL stay nights with el- or 753 9866
UPSTAIRS 2 bedroom
Night 759-4703
derly CaN 753-4590 after
apartment deposit lease
PRIVATE Investigator
2BR duplex in Northwood
59m
no pets 113S 13th St Call BOB Haley Real Estate
D B A Confidential Investi759-4406
$325/mo
753 34.88
ShopSales. Appraisals Property
gations Southside
090
753 SOLD
ping Center, Suite *102, 2BR duplex off 94E
WANTED 2 roommates to Mgt RE/MAX
Position
Murray, 753-2641
$275/rno , no pets, deposit share 3br furnished apart- KOPPERUD REALTY of
Wonted
required. 753-8848 before ment wirnale Water and
fers a complete range of
SEWING lobs wanted in
Pm
8
garbage included, Real Estate 60110086 with a
270
cluding formal wear
Bob at Trop- wide selection of quality
Noble
2BR efficiency cottage, $120/mo Call
753-1061
Salon, homes, all prices
Tanning
ics
furnHoaxes For Sale
water
and
heat, lights
753-8477 for information 753-1222
priced
y
Reasonabl
ished
10x55 MOBILE home re100
ask for Bill, Available Dec 1 1992
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
modeled a/c refrigerator, 474-8059
&eines'
(Aurora)
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey,
stove underpinning and
Oppodunky
Bob Haley Jean Bird Be)
seeps 437-4-424
BREAKTIME Billiards. Di213R near MSU Available
Air Center 502 753 SOLD,
1991, 14x70 2br, 2 bath now $300/mo , water and
oetand Shopping Center
1 800-369-5780
mobile home For more in
Owner wants offer
appliances furnished Coleor
753-1506
call
5
753-586
formation
or
222 S. 12th
502-442-2900
man RE 753-9898
901 -847-6031
443-3505. ask for Lu Ann or
2 OR 3br duplexes, central
Harold
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Kra, appliances furnished
Specializing in mobile Coleman RE. 753-9898
home electric services 200
5 ROOM apartment or ofBeauty Shop
amp $375 100 amp $325
hoe space located at 703 S
435-4027
For Lease
St See Cabs Black Jr
4th
SMALL 2br mobile home in at Black s Decorating CanWith equipment furnished
county, new Lake. on
Established dental Good
ter or call 753-0839 or
Knights of Columbus Hall
acres, trees and pond, 436-2935
location. new building Ex $11,000 lbr mobile home
KY 04 west tzi Johnny Roberlion Road
penance required Call br
duplex in
2br
D
CARPETE
$700
upper',
'fixer
in
inlormaton
more
Murray-Callostia), County Hospital a leader
Northwood, patio, carport.
436-2749
I rtI1C,AN
providing quality healthcare in Western
r
753-9959 or
el,
7, 7,,
r
contra' Ns, stove, refrigeraannounces
Tennessee
Northwest
and
Kentucky
759-4442
Murray
1013
dearid
Box
,
P0
dishwasher
751-0.161,
tor,
280
the following ph openings
posal, red hook-up, bedMobile
rooms have 15ft long
Homes For Rent
110
An exciting
closets, many kitchen caPHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT:
•
We otter a
29R water and appliances binets, 20x30' storage
Opportunity for the qualified applicant,
Instrucdon
call'
On
furnished Coleman RE
building with overhead
wide range of work experiences
753 9898
COMPUTER Technology
24 hours / 7 days
door, reterenoes. $400 deTherapy
Physical
-year
2
a
of
Must be a graduate
pets
Plus offers Computer
No
2400/mo
posit.
APTA
the
by
on
rent
accredited
MOBILE home for
Hawkins Research
Assistant curriculum
courses, business, private
East on Cal 753-3018
a Kentucky license
for
mile
1
lot
eligible
prrvate
be
or
posses
and
instruction. nduding CAD
Hwy 94 Deposit required
CHARMING 2br. 2 bath
programs 759-9158
753-5536
duplex with garage NorthDr Appliances furnFor details contact:
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, wood
[apt
dis- ished. central air and gas
l'erstinnel
Walking
gas
or
electric
120
haat, $475/mo , 1 month
502)7412-111118
tance to college 753 5209
deposit and 1 yew lease,
Caelpueirs
V .1,41 ,.1),.rtkin./.
COIUNTY
no pets 753-2905
&
Sales
ERS
COMPUT
1-10SIITAL
FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br,
Service, free set-up & rainno pets Zimmerman Apts.
ing home/office Hawkins
South 161h St 753-8609
803 Poplar Street • Murray Kentucky 42071
Research. 753- 7001

AFTERNOON warehouse- NEW IBM Compatible
man for local electrical con- Color Printer $195
tractor Housekeeping, 753-7001
vehicle maintenance,
Ian
10-15 hours/week
Want
753-9562 before 5rxn
To Buy
needed
drtver
COAL truck
02;
kx over the road Salary ANTIQUES by the piece or
negotiable depending on collections Call 753-9433
'Moroi
experience start after first after 5pm
Call
CHRISTIAN Dating & of the year
CASH paid for good, used
Friendship Service For 901 247-3957
rifles, shotguns. and pm
call
packet
informaton
free
DISTRIBUTORS for all na- tols Benson Sporting
1.800-829-3283
tural products, good money Goods, 519 S 12th,
MRS Theresa, Reader and and incentives Call Murray
Advisor A true born psy- 436-2000
USED and antique furnichic gifted from God Spe- DO you need a JOB, or do ture glass tools quilts
904
ar* $500 502-554-7
you need help in making 474-2262 901 642 6290
positive advances for the
WOULD like to buy used
future? We have 22 JOB
trampoline Call 753 0569
OPENINGS for people beafter 5pm
tween the ages of 16-22
in
not
years, if you are
school Cat 753-9378 five
days a week between
8 00am-3 00pm We are an
EOE This protect is funded BOGARD trucking and ex
by the Western Kentucky cavating, Inc We haul top
Pnvate Industry Council- soil, gravel fill dirt, white
The family of
JTPA
rock, rip rap 759-1828

RENT-A-Jolly Santa Claus,
years of expenence Beaut
dul suit and accessories
Available for parties or individuals 437 4373 alter
5pm

Property
Lots For Sale

Articles
Notice

Nodes

Computers
120
For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To Bey
140
Articks For Sal•
150 .
Appliances
155
160 ..................Homo Furnishings
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
&Wing Machines
180
.Heavy Equipment
195
200 ............--Sports Equipment
Firewood
210
Musical
220
Miscellaneous
240
T.V. & Radio
260
Pete & Supplies
380

Real Estate

440

150
020

020

Classified Ad Rates

ADAII162311:1115
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times vnll be
responsible foronly one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made

753-1916
'. HOURS:
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ROCKING horses, all
sizes In time for Christmas
753 6249

HAND made knives
753-2498

4 CAR dean up shop ot
fice, paved lot air
753-4509

MERRY CHRISTMAS
TO ALL

J' All Home Stereos
Marked Down At Cost
J'
or 10% Over

n

WORLD OF SOUND

1,1

ii fli

In••

753-7001

MURRAY
CALLOPANY

logo

•

• •

fgAr

4;t
4

,,,eaut

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

•

7.04.
•2.1
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CLASSIFIEDS
I

Horoscopes

Praetor

LAKEFRONT LIQUIDATION? Dockabie waterfront
on Barkiey Lelia 3 Sages,
was $29 900 NOW
$19 900 Woods. views,
ready for vacation
retirement home 3. we
lake axes' $7900 Financing Woodland Acres
Call 800-8581323

313R 2 bat Irving room.
dining room and den Many
recent -Oates Move n
condition Priced in the
$80s MIS 14430 Contact
Kopperud Realty.
753 1222

1989 YAMAHA Blaster
$1450
4 wheeler
492 8504 alter 5 30pm

4 WHEELERS 1989 200
Blaster $1595 1987 250z
GATESBOROUGH home $1695 1968 360 Warner
lealtrong 10 ceilings hard- $1695 1987 80 Mot 4
wood Soots and a lovely $895 Motc•cycfes 1986
grearoom with fireplace Honda 100R $695 1987
Add the tivestality of a for- Yamaha 80 Big Wheel
mal dining room 4 bed- $6696 1986 Yamaha 200
rooms 3 baths 2 huge Big Wheel
$795
walk in domes and you 437 4723 437 46.39
have value with slogan°,
Just reduced to $137500 HONDA CM 600 F2 sport
AILS #4230 Kopperud Re- base red and white Can be
seen at 904 Olive
any 753-1222

WOODED Wading lois in
,ynwood Heights City wa
se natural gas cablevi
soon 3 110 miles on 94
west from Murray City Urn
Is 6% unit)* interest Ii'a"ciflQ available
'535841 or '531566

1992 FORD Factory Cony
Van fully loaded VCR, TV.
many extras must sell too
old to entry travel Ask for
Lydia 419 2716

1978 FORD F 250
4 wheel drive $1700 obo
489 2962
1989 GMC S 15 pick up
5 speed no air low mi
leage nice tree red Duck
Cad between 9 00 and
500 753 5865
510

753- 7027

PERFECT STARTER
HOME PRICED IN THE
$305 301 living room,
1 bath dining
kitchen
room utility Washer and
dryer and applanoes in
ciuded 501 S 9th St
753'027

444

10- ACRES partiaily
wooded with creek plus
nee 301 home lust waiting
for you Just reduced to
$46 500 MLS 14536 Cal
Kopperud Realty
753-1222

TOTALLY redecorated and
renovated 3 bedroom
home onI acre lot Located
between liaur•ay and Ken
tucky Lake Attractive
home and attractive price
Just reduce(' to 162 500
Contact Kopperud Realty
7531222 MLS 84570

HOME and 1 we teary
783 one mile south of We
we4 435-6099

KITCHEN CAMPO
CUST Old w000viroakeic
All Typos Of

rCustom Woodworking
:
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by 8 see ot.,
S„Ne...,Rv %LARS", igen•nie

•

•••

'S.1 Set

Service on all brands window air condtioners
dryers
*rashers
freezers
rerngeralors
rnicrowaves dishwashers gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Ketvinator-Ernerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteec

or

Carew,

USED tires 195 70 14
Goodyear Eagle GT black
wall mounted and ba
lanced $125 • but per set
Key Auto Parts i-hvy 121
South .535500

1971 MERCURY Monte
fey excellent condition
75 000 oreginal miles $950
753 2137 Family moving
, to Europe must set
1 978 FORD Granada
4 Ocor 6 cyl auto pepb
at $650 Good condition
7538838

c UST OM

753-5341

989 YAMAHA Y280,
$350 753-0890 alter 5prn

753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.
RJR ROME REPAIRS
General PIK:ars. Pairong ar.d Pade'rg
V-ryt Siding ard Replacerret
Decks. Pa :s and Storage S,.•:
Roo•-;ard We;

Robert .1.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

1982 TOYOTA Ceirca GT
It beck 5 screed good
$1950
cond , toon
489 2609

GOOD condition old popup camper $375 Family
moving to Europe Mood to
sell 7532137

/4 TR! hut 66hp Mercury
1 900
1,..^s good
'53 9038
'989 STRATOS 201 Pro
bass boat 20 1' 200np
Winer Outboard Motor
Guide Brute 765 trolling
Lowrance X 50
motor
LCD Lowrance in dash
User butt seat with power
pro pore And much more
Well mantaned into re
oords Reasonably priced
DON T MISS THIS ONE
Call 618 435 3028 after
4Prn

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Feeley trained by 3 mace
manufacturers Witt pats
ri stock on my tuck At
work and pans warranted
Ask lot Andy at The Ap
plena, Works, 753 2455
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
instelabon repair replace
ment 759 1515

HOME Improvement Spa
diarist Vinyl siding windows carports and patio
enciosures 753-0260
K B ASSOCIATES General construcbon, remodeling garages decks. patios,
interior trim 753-0834
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgran formica all colors Free esti
mates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

BILL Travis trucking for
gravel drt fill sand white
rock np rap arid backhoo
work 474 2779

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and
upholstery cal 753 5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal

BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service All work gearan
teed 753-1134

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

CARPET and vinyl instate'
bon and repays Glen Bob
bar 759 1247
CARPORTS for car and
Ducks Special sizes for
motor homes boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
Don high quality excellent
value Roy Hit, 759 4664

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service Al work
guaranteed 492 8816
REFINISHING stripping.
custom woodworking
753 8056

CHIN Chins Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senor
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding,
painting plumbing. concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307

COLSON S Home Repair
Remodeling carpentry,
painting and plumbing
436 2575 after 5PIT1

ROGER Hudson rock haultrig gravel sand dirt driveway rock 753 4545,
753 6763

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560

SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS.
installation wow replacement Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759 1515

530

IL ESDAI. DECEMBER 22.1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-9)X-77$8. Your phone company. will bill you 95
cents a minute
HAPPY BIR!TWAY! IN THE friendly lunch. Make inquiries and
NEXT YEAR OF 'OUR LIFE: give full play to your intellectual
Putting in longer hours will produce curiosity.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): An
tangible results. Beginning in February of 1993. you enjoy much greater authority/figure may ask you to
professional prestige and personal re% test and revise basic material. Do
freedom. Listen to your heart in late not permit false pride to impede
spring. You need to uncouple your- progress. Be receptive to construcself from a relationship that is going tive suggestions.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-(k-t. 22): Travnowhere fast. Experiment %eh nee
and long-range goals are in
plans
el
winter
The
tall.
nest
ideas
business
holidays find you celebrating a ye- the spotlight. Heed an older person's
ads ice. Become familiar with your
CELEBRITIES BORN ON legal rights and abstract principles
of the law.
I HIS DA.1E: pitcher Ste% e Carl
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
ton. Lady Bird Johnson. newscaster
Diane Sawyer. golfer Jan Stephen- You can expect to find yourself at
the hub of things today: your efforts
son.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): A are.% ital to a project's success.
lucky day for dealing with people at Applause is due: accept complia distance. Showcase your special ments with good grace. Share the
talents. An influential person will spotlight.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
look with fa.v.or on your efforts. Pay
hills promptly to protect your credit 21): You are likely to meet an"
attractive member of the opposite
rating
TAURUS (April 20-May 2(0: sex trxlay. Hay by the rules. Do not
An obstacle to financial progress is confuse friendship with flirtation.
removed. you gain a wider audience Small sums of money are headed
and Lan improve both distribution your way.
CAPRH•ORN I Dec. 22-Jan.
and display of your product. A very
191 A new admirer on the social
important project nears completion.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201: A scene is worth a little extra effort.
fresh start enables you to torget past Update your wardrobe. Although
ou enjoy making speeches. you
disappointments. Take the initiative
and follow up a hunch. Your intu- need facts and figures to hack your
ition and timing, are nght on target. theones.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
Get off the sidelines and into direct
A financial talk with someone close
competition.
to you rates high on your agenda. A
CANCER (June 2 I-Julv
De% isle on the direction you want to major domestic adjustment is needtake, then form alliances with peo- ed. Find out more about ins estments
ple whose talents complement your and interest rates.
PISCES I Feb. 19-March 20):
own. A long-range goal is near at
hand. GI's e family Members your Practical matters relating to employment, your dependents or home
enthusiastic support.
(July 23-Aug. 221: Versa, security deserve top priority.
tility is a big part of your forniula Emphasiie your sense of responsifor success. Welcome an (immuni- bility and recognition of a special
ty to discuss a pet protect over a relationship.

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
SEWING machine repair
and Cooling Service Corn
Kenneth Barnhill
serplebe installation and
1984 BUICK Park Avenue
753 2674
vice
Call Gary at
excellent condition high
TODAY'S CHILDREN are Often tisi SC110Us. hir their oviii good. They
finishing.
759
47541
1
SHEETROCK
A
yard
TOWN
country
under $300C
-r• eape
cheerful handling by parents who do not oserenaphasite restrictions.
need
Larry
ceilings
mowing
textured
tree
landscaping
Leroy Eidnidge 753 2579
finishing re
DRYWALL
affection and encouragement will help these youngster% grow up
Gentle
removal
light
trimming tree
Chrisman 492 8742
additions and blow
'984 OLDS Delta 88
hauling Free estimates pairs
and happy. Born leaders, these energetic Capricorns quickly orgaconfident
irig ceilings 753 4761
SOUTHERLAND AND
Black 2cr l3aCteC One Trn Lamb 436 2528
111/e the games they play with other children. Less-assertive souls recogrnie
LONG Construction Home
fr eloallent condition
FENCE sales at Sears
their strong sense of purpose and yield to their plans. Count on these Capri1 'vas miles Call Judy at Al TREE Service Stump now Call Sears 753-2310 repairs and remodeling,
to rapidly nse through the ranks at work.
corns
remove and spraying Free
additions
Paint Plus 759 4979
for tree estimate for your roofing room
estimates 753 0906 abler
foundation work Free esti
,JpaLarti sops of ken, Dili in • hrst 4.11nrin: tio•nk 1c4ciitii. loot." end t•it••
i•
needs
'9136 NOVA 4d 5 speed
plus St piritagr And lufullning
5prn 7599816 753 0495
mates No iobe too big or
.'sslr.iiy I an lit ,p
iu 1.ind YOU( PLY, In(AO • Mx
ac 753236' after 530
..ficsk• payabli• lin
• \I.• 14141
no Dixon_ in Annlic.• Anti kt.Morl. PO Kok Iltlk4/ IC1/1•A•
Construction
too small Call SAL Con
A 1 TREE removal & tree FORREST
,
Snnirrvoiuiti ki,
CAR Stereo Installation trimming Light hauling & Remodeling additions re- struction 753 3870 day or
night
pair painting countertops
753-0113 Sunset Boule
odd yobs Free estimates
general carpentry and blue
yard Music Murray s A. 436 2102 ask for Luke
prints 753 9688 14 years SUREWAY Tree & SbJmp
pine Car Audio Specaalet
Removal Insured with full
Dixieland Center 1 block ALPHA Builders Carpen experience
tine of equipment Free es
try remodeling porches
trom MSU dorms
Reptr plumb
tomates Day or night,
roofing concrete drive GENERAL
irig rooting tree work
FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Ca
753-5484
ways painting mainte
varier 44xxx miles amity, nonce etc Free estimates 436 2642
C Dinh Repair and MainT
stereo
a c $5692
489 2303
GERALD WALTERS
be defeated if his partner had the
tenance Electrical Clean- North dealer.
753-9240
vinyl s•cling paint
ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main East-West vulnerable
king, queen or jack of trumps and
AL S hauling yard work Rootng
irig Free est mates 18 Street 753 6111 office.
could be induced to ruff a club conNORTH
Dee removal mowing Free
years experience Local re
753 0606 after 5pm
estimates 759 1683
•K 6
tinuation with one of these cards.
ferences 436 2701
•7
Accordingly. West returned a low
THE Gutter Co Seamless
ANY remodeling building
Ags
10 1.1
aluminum gutters vane
-• A K
club at trick four,and his partner did
painting roofing Refer GRAVEL truck and back
hoe service 753 1221 or
of colors Licensed--- n
ences 759 1110
+.J 8 4 3 2
not let him down. East ruffed with
Vans
753 1537
sured Estimate available
Vi
queen and South had to lose a
the
LAST
EST
1978 FORD customized APP'L'ANCE SERVICE
7594690
•A(.19873 trump trick to West's ten for down
• 11) 4 2
Kenmore Westinghouse GUTTERING By Sears
van oft cruise C B radio
and corn
THE House Works, home ✓ 105 3
one.
.Q2
Whirlpool 30• years ex Sears residential
stereo radio $1800
mercial continuous gutters repair and maintenance. •5
At the second table, East wound
•9 763
perience
BOBBY
4-4 8040
installed tor your specifics
commercial or residential 46 A Q1096 5
HOPPER 436 5848
up in four spades after a competitive
+7
tions Can Sears 753 2310 painting, plumbrnog, remod1984 DODGV work van
auction and South won the first two
for free estimate
olurPOed with buil in bins '
eling. lawn maintenance,
tricks with the K -A of hearts. South
5
.1
•
toth sides
$ 50 r
no te too small. 24-hour
HADAWA v Construction
•A K 986 4
was now faced with a situation simi'530814
emergency
service
Home rernode
paint
•.1 42
lar to the one West had faced at the
7407
753
irig waif paper carpentry
first table. He realized that his(1-x of
•K
floor covering No lob too
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
trumps could be promoted into a
The
bidding
small 436 2052
Service Center. cleaningtrump trick if he led a third round of
South West
$15. most repairs North East
servicing
WINDOW TINTING TOM
hearts and his partner, holding the
1+
2V
2+
New location Route 1, 1•
GEERDES 502443-294.4 $35
queen or king of spades, could he
4V
I'aris
Almo Open 9-12. 1 5, 3+
induced to ruff h igh with either honor.
Opening lead - two of spades.
Mon Fri . 753 0530

Contract Bridge
Famous Hand

,0
11/1

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference

CAlliotert ritetric
G.t.C1IOC.01 Catifilt0C700611

-ommierc.sai and Resrderioal • Licensed and Ins,"
Janes C. Galemore, Owner
Homes • .-. kuekoV arro
r- etozne r
v-exts•oc •• Home A...Aomatior

YOUR AD
COU1,1) BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

759-1835

Gentry Painting Co. A -N

Poison
Control

Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

Accordingly. South returned a
Many contracts stand or fall depending on whether the defenders low heart at trick three, and his partplay their cards correctly. For an ner did not let him down. North ruffed
excellent example of good defense, dummy's ten of hearts with the king,
consider this deal from an Austra- and East went down one, losing two
hearts, a diamond and a trump trick.
lian team -of-four contest.
It is rare to run into a hand where
HANDYMAN will do carAt the first table. South reached
pentry electric plumbing. four hearts as shown and West led a
either side that becomes declarer at
and general repairs Cal spade. East cashed two spade tricks
a game contract can be defeated by
753 0596
and shifted to his singleton club, an uppercut play. But it happened,
West taking declarer's king with the believe it or not, and illustrates once
again the type of thought and effort
ace
West saw that the contract could required for good defense.
Tomorrow: Once upon a time.

WALT S Mobile Home Repas Soundproofrng rubber coating for roofs parking lot sealing flat roots
repaired 5024.36-2776

\\orkiflg
'A kround
I'lie
Clock
NOtt!
ALPHA BUILDERS

Residential PeInfang
Interior - Exterior

753.7588 703.6952

Phone 435-4268
G.nr,

14 4 U. ,
7 /1. Wry, ry 61071

"I am Laurence Purvis,
the new manager at
Michelson Jewelers in
Murray.1 have 12yrs. of
jewelry experience as
both a manager and a
jeweler. My friendly,

40 •ess.,re Was- ç I Sear
‘11117707111
Free Est-eve • A. fron Guarenwat
rs-rec

KLEEN TEC

COMIAIERCIN. HOOD & VENT CLEANING
(502) 753-2144
209 Knaroce Murray_ KY 4207'
T-vreari Dew

762-1100
"%irc•-.;/I pill I6.

Remodeling.garages.decks. porches, concrete
•
work, chain link fences Home mainici-ar

An)tirnir

489-2303

759-46f45

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Type§ of Refume Scrvier

Sor-ne advertising messages are fleet
sc
tf,ey're seen of heard for a
few
and then they are
cr,^e

,
'PI

0011 AD COULD BE HERE!
00
lift $5 Per Week

It s not that way when you arfvertite
lassir•ed Your message, on print.
ran be 'pan and re read
any time
rif the flay or night

follims

When you're looking for results.
tooit If, Classified One phone call
Puts your ad in print arid it keeps
right around
on reining for you

1-800-585-6033
ud Stewart Route Mana er

r

1

r2-J

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

NI

• '•
•

qualified staff and I are able to help
you with all your jewelry needs. I
would like to invite you to bring your
jewelry to us for a free cleaning and
inspection. Between now and Christmas I would also like to give you a free
bottle ofjewelry cleaner. I look foward
to seeing you soon."

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Ctr.

-

;

.
.

.1° •

753-7695

JEWELERS

•

•
• .

.•

.

••
•..

• -•

is.

'214.

•

Looking Back

Today in I ii,itory

Tommy Wagoner and Monica
Tea years ago
Greene for Murray.
Murray
Approximately 130
Twenty years ago
particistudents
School
Middle
y County High School
Callowa
pated in a Math-A-Thon for St.
High School were
Murray
and
Hosh
Jude's Children's Researc
pital. The school contributed both awarded full accreditation
by Southern Association of Col$.4,150 from the Math-A-Thon.
and Schools during the 77th
leges
Federal
,
Paul A. Volcker
Reserve Board Chairman, spoke annual meeting of the 11-state
New
at a meeting of residents from organization held at
La.
Orleans,
Mayat
held
y
Western Kentuck
About 150 children attended
field High School. He discussed
fourth annual Christmas parthe
g
accodin
"Overcoming Inflation,"
sponsored by Firettes, at
ty,
Times
&
Ledger
by
an
article
to
wn fire station on Dec.
downto
Staff Writer and Photographer
17.
nce
appeara
Jennie Gordon. His
New officers of Almo 4-H
was arranged and sponsored by
are Renee Bolen, Renae
Club
U.S. Representative Carroll
, LaDon Dowdy, Melissa
Edwards
Hubbard.
Thome and Johnna Brandon.
In high school basketball
David Lanier, Tommy Shirley
games, Calloway County Lakers
and
Johnny McDougal were
Murray
beat
Lakers
Lady
and
members of the Radio Auction
Tigers and Lady Tigers. High
team scorers were Keith Lovett Committee of Murray Lions
and Beth Hooks for Calloway and Club. A total of $3,510.48 was

1992. There are 10
Today is Monday. Dec. 21, the 356th day of
EST.
a.m.
9:43
at
arrives
days left in the year. Winter
History:
in
t
Today's Highligh
Soviet republOne year ago, on Dec. 21, 1991, 11 of the 12 former
dent States
Indepen
of
wealth
Common
the
ics proclaimed the birth of
s.
Republic
t
Socialis
and the death of the Union of Soviet
On this date:
ashore for the first
In 1620, Pilgrims aboard the Mayflower went
time at what is now Plymouth, Mass.
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Today's Birthdays: Former Undersecretary of State

reported for the annual auction.
Thirty years ago
Murray College High School
was sweepstakes wirier of the
15th Annual High School and
Speech Workshop held at Murray
State College.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Kansas State of
Emporia 67 to 44 in a basketball
game at Murray. High team scorers were Al Varnas for Murray
and Goldsmith for Kansas.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Graley Burnett, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Richard
Duckett, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
John Walker, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Alrick Fitzhugh, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Elton Teele.
Mrs. Jewel Evans opened her
home for a meeting of South
Murray Homemakers Club with
Mrs. John D. Lovins, president,

presiding.
Forty years ago
Airman First Class Charles E.
Houston is serving at Elgin Air
Force Base, Florida,. He had
served the past year at French
Morocco, North Africa.
"A fine young couple is Mr.
and Mrs. Alvis Jones," from column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams,
publisher.
Billy Grey Hurt was ordained
to the gospel ministry on Dec. 19
at Hazel Baptist Church. He has
been called as pastor of Shady
Grove Baptist Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Howard Reynolds, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. C.C.
Runyon, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry B. Willoughby and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hicks,
Dec. 14; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Diuguid, Dec. 15.

Many who write me have experienced incontinence after prostate
successfully underwent surgery to surgery. Often it is temporary, but
remove my prostate. Like most sometimes it is a prolonged condimen, I was barely aware that I even tion that causes anxiety and disruphad a prostate gland, let alone that tion in people's lives. I was spared
it could cause a serious problem, incontinence, but I'm writing in
until faced with my own diagnosis. hopes of letting your readers know
As the beneficiary of early detec- there is help for those suffering
tion, I know it is extremely impor- from incontinence.
An organization in South Carolitant for men to consult their physicalled "HIP"(Help for Incontiprostate
na
cians and receive regular
nent People) has,been very effective
screenings.
Since I began speaking about in helping people cope with, and
this, I have received hundreds of overcome, this problem. To receive
letters from all across the country. its information, send a long,
DEAR ABBY: A year ago, I was.
diagnosed with prostate cancer and

stamped, self-addressed envelope
with *I to: -HIP, P.O. Box 544.
Union,S.C. 29379.
Thank you, Abby,for passing the
word along.
SEN. BOB DOLE,
WASHINGTON,D.0
DEAR SEN. DOLE: I am
familiar with HIP and have recommended it in the past. Since
urinary incontinence is a problem for both men and women,
the information will benefit
many.
In a HIP brochure titled

Daily Comics
BLON DIE

THE FAR SIDE

SURE

By GARY LARSON

-Incontinence After Prostate
Surgery," a support group
called "US TOO" was mentioned. This support group for
men and their families offers
counseling, fellowship and discussion of the latest medical
choices following prostate
surgery. US TOO provides a
forum where participants compare experiences and discuss
matters of mutual interest.
There are 120 chapters in Canada and the'United States. For
information about US TOO,call
(800)242-23143.
For additional information
about incontinence, write: The
American Foundational's. Urologic Disease, 300 W.-Phitt St.,
Suite 401, Baltimore, Md. 21201.
Urinary incontinence is a (as- reaching problem that many
people are unwilling or unable
to discuss publicly because of
embarrassment. It won't be
resolved until the afflicted realize there is strength in numbers
and start talking candidly and
openly to one another.
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1 "Hearts
Afire- star
5 Object of
affection
9 Condensed
moisture
12 Solo
13 Wild revelry
14 Mountain on
Crete
15 Pounds down
17 Late actress
Jill —
19 Individuals
21 Periods of
time
22 Pleat
24 Negative
prefix
25 Pigpen
26 Imitate
27 Follows
29 Spielberg ID
31 Deface
32 Near
33 Father
34 Make lace

35 Spanish
article
36 Impose a tax
on
38 Native metal
39 In music,
high
40 Concerning
41 Faucet
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42 Church
service
44 God of
agriculture
46 Approaches
48 Plague
51 Greek letter
52 Bard
54 Furniture
style
55 Series of
games
56 Church part
57 Cuts
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3 Easier
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5 Maiden loved
by Zeus
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Tt4EY SAY WE SECRET OF
SUCCESS 15 TO 6ET UP
EARLY IN THE MORN1N6 .

RAMONA,CALIF.

DEAR BEN: Thanks for a
valuable suggestion. I, too, hope
your warning didn't come too
late.

Ii,X11111

MOTHER1 7-YOUR FATHER..
YOUR MOTHER ryOUR FATHER-. FOUR MOTHER YOUR FATHEI,-.'YOuft
WASHED AND bOT OUT ALL HASN'T SLEPT STOOD AT
LvA5 UP
COOKED AND
FOR DAYS, THE wiNDOW
YOUR FAVORIRONED
ALL NIGHT
CLEANED ALL
FOR FOUR
WEEK PREPAR- FIXING THE 40uR LITT LE ITE GAMS! SHE'S SO
HOURS IN
EXCITED!
iN6 FOR YOUR 8E0 IN YOUR CURTAINS'
CASE YOU
VISIT, CATHY! LITTLE ROOM! I
CAME EARLY

tik

DEAR ABBY: I hope I'm not too
late to warn that lady in Vancouver,
B.C., who inherited a lat-ti money
and invited her gentleman friend of
four years to join her for an allexpenses-paid vacation to.Europe.
)11e declined the invitatiow4 which I
thought was very strange.
Abby, there could be something
in his background that he doesn't
want•her to know.
I don't know the laws in Canada.
but in many places around the
world, a convicted felon is not eligible for a passport.
Perhaps that lady should keep a
real close grip on her financial

6
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Dear Abby

Kurt Waldheim, is 74. Ventriis 83. The former president of Austria,
Nelson is 64. Talk show host
Ed
loquist Paul Winchell is 70. Actor
is 55. Rock composer-singer
Fonda
Jane
Actress
Phil Donahue is 57.
Evert is 38. Olympic gold medalFrank Zappa is 52. Tennis star Chris
33.
ist Florence Griffith Joyner is
beings say that they enjoy the
Thought for Today: "Many human
is feeling proof against it." —
winter, but what they really enjoy
).
Richard Adams, English author (1920-
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DEAR DR.GOTtrritsa diabetic on
insulin. I have a taitdency to fall
asleep while sitting at the table after
a meal or while watching TV or reading the newspaper. At times when I
awaken, I can't remember where I
Is there a connection between the
diabetes and the abnormal sleep
pattern?
DEAR READER: Possibly. You
may be getting too much insulin,
which would lower your blood sugar
into the hypoglycemic range. Low
blood sugar is a common cause of lassitude and sleepiness.
You can check this out by having a
blood sugar test at a time when you're
having symptoms. If the level is low,
the doctor will modify your insulin
dose. If the level is normal, your doctor will need to search for other
causes of your symptoms.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Our son is being
treated for hemochromatosis. Knowing that meats and high-iron foods are
to be eliminated, we wonder if smoking and espresso might have caused
his condition. His doctor feels he inherited the disorder, but our doctor
/
says we have no signs of it.
DEAR READER:Coffee and tobacco did not cause your son's hemochromatosis, an inherited condition
marked by an inability of the body to
shut off the absorption of iron from
the diet. "Secondary" hemochromatosis is iron overload caused by multiple
transfusions over long periods or
from exceedingly high kis* of dietary iron; for example, people who
inappropriately self-administer unneeded iron supplements ocrirnitive
Third World cultures:00 took all
their food in iron pots.
Because hemochromatosis is inherited as a so-called "recessive trait."

the condition often skips generations
or may exist unrecognized for
decades.
The first signs are usually caused
by liver problems, primarily cirrhosis. Diabetes, arthritis, skin discoloration ("bronzing"), and heart disease
also occur
Treatment consists of removing excess iron from the b1
of oldthe modern
4illottletting."
fashioned
Supplemental iron and iron-containing foods Isuch as liver) are prohibited, although I don't feel comfortable
about your son's meat proscription
COn.sebecause of the
thmaaniens el•

-

•
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Cards show changes in holiday KIDS EAT
By

RONALD D. HAWKINS

The III•••1Ine Omen 0•14 News

••

BOWLING GREEN, ky. — A
glimpse at the Kentucky
Library's Christmas card collection prosides a look at how the
holiday and the nation have
changed since the late 19th
century.
The library at Western Kentucky University has been collecting holiday cards since the
building opened in the 1930s.
special collections librarian
Jonathan Jeffrey ,said.
A selection of the library's
thousands of cards are on display.
but each year people ask to see
the boxes of cards the library has
gathered, including a multi-box
set donated by a Glasgow
collector.
"At Christmas, people are
interested in the designs on the
cards," Jeffrey said: "They are
interested in a number of periods.
They may. be having a Victonan
Chnsunas party and want to have
the nght look for it."
Some of the older cards, such
as those from the 1880s, do not

reflect Christmas the way it is
viewed today, but depict nature
scenes that could be from any
time of the year.
Other older cards used a chromolithograph printing process
that produced vibrant color
images.
Postcard Christmas greeting
cards were common from the
1880s to 1920s. Other cards were
made of wood and leather.
One card on display was sent
in 1944 and was more like a
broadside than 3 card. Jeffrey
said. It is rare because it was a
limited, hand-printed card, he
said.
The most interesting card, Jeffrey said, is a triangular card Ow
came in a triangular envelope
The collection also includes cards
sent from Japan and France.
."The Victorian period is the
most. interesting," he said. "You
have all sizes, you have fabncs
and the chromolithographing
makes beautiful cards.—
In the midst of that cra, insult
cards were also sent on holidays.
Insult cards — frequently sent
anonymously — offered light-

GOTTA SF
YOU GOTT

century are different from the
"gaudy look of the 1970s," and
the smaller cards from the 1930s
are a reflection of the Great
Depression.

hearted insults.
"It's kind of interesting to
.look at the graphics and decide
when they were issued," Kentucky Library supervisor Connie
Mills said.
of the
The cards at the turn

FREE!

Santa tlaus was only occasionally pictured in the early cards
/and it wasn't until after World
War II that his image became
more common on the cards in the
Kentucky Library collection.
By 1951, religion was still a
BURBANK, Calif. (AP) —
The Walt Disney Studios will common theme of cards, but less
step up production next year and serious cards began appearing -release at least 30 films, one- with pictures of Santa Claus,
third again as many as in 1992, comfortable suburban homes, animals and smiling snowmen.
Disney officials said.
"We have the executive and
creative talent to do more, and
we've seen the public's appetite
continue to grow," said Dick
Cook, president of Disney's Buena Vista Pictures Distribution.
The studio released 22 films
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
this year, up from 18 in 1991.
*Clean, Dependable Cars
Before the 1984 arrivals of
*Call Us For Rates
Walt Disney Co. Chairman
Michael Eisner and Studio Chairman Jeffrey Katzenberg, the stuEast Main St.
dio produced about six films
753-4461
annually.

Disney plans to release
several new films in 1993
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